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FOREWORD

The Fort Hood rield Unit of the Army Research Institute for
the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ART) provides support to Head-
quarters, TCATA (TRADOC Combined Arms Test Activity; formerly
called MASSTER--Modern Army Selected Systems Test Evaluation and
Review). This support is provided by assessing human performance
aspects in field evaluations of man/weapons systems.

This report presents the results of four separate efforts in
the area of armor operations. One of the efforts was designed to
determine the effects of external environmental cond~tions on the
internal environment of a buttoned-up tank. Another effort was a
study of problems in escape and evacuation from armored vehicles.
A third effort was an experimental investigation of target acqui-
sition in the closed-hatch mode, with emphasis on the use of an
aiming reterence to prevent spatial disorientation. The fourth
effort was concerned with the problems involved in the develop-
ment of Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) for tank crews.

ARI research in this area is conducted as an in-house effort,
and as joint efforts with organizations possessing uniquz- capabil-

ities toi human factors research. The research described in this
report was done by personnel of the Human Resources Research Orga-.
nization (HumRRO), under contract DAHC19-75-C-0025, monitored by
personnel from the ARI Fort Hood Field Unit. Thi.s research is
responsive to the special requirements of TCATA, the 1st Cavalry
Division, 2nd Armored Division, and the objectives of RDTE Project
2Q763743A775, "Human Performance in Field Assessment," FY 77 Work
Program.
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A STUDY OF SELECTED PROBLEMS IN ARMOR OPERATIONS

BRIEF

Requirei_-nt:

The work described in This report is that referred to in paragraph
2.2.2 of the Statement of Work (revised) dated 3 February 1977, under
the title, "Effects on Tank Crew Performance of Special Hatches and
Other Factors." The problems addressed were derived from the previous
year's study of buttoned-up armor operations and from Human Resources
Need (HRN) statements submitted by armor units at Fort hfood, Texas. The
following objectives guided the work conducted:

* To determine the effects of external environmental conditions

on the internal environment of a buttoned-up tank.
0 To determine the kind and extent of training currently provided

in escape and/or evacuation of wounded or injured personnel
from armored vehicles; to obtain crewmen opinions concerning
the adequacy of current escape and evacuation systems; and to
determine what design changes crewmen feel should be made in
escape and evacuation systems.

• To determine what factors influence tank commanders' target
acquisitioi performance in the closed-hatch mode.

" To determine the problems involved in the development of
Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) for tank crews, and to deter-
mine what i-esearch must he accomplished in order to develop a
reliable, valid, and comprehensive set of MOE.

Procedure:

Work towards meeting each of the objec-tlves was conducted inde-
pendently. The procedures followed In each case are outlined below.

In order to determine how external conditions affect the internal
environment of a tank, a recording hygro-thermograph was placed in an
M48 tank. The tank was sealed, and data on internal temperature and
relative humidity were obtained over a several day period in late sum-
mer. These data were then compared with comparable data obtained outside
the tank.

Information on the kind and extent of training in escape and/or
evacuation of wounded or injured personnel were obtained by a question-
naire. Thirty-three crewmen with some actual experience in escape
and/or evacuatlon served as subjects. Opinior, data were also ohtained
concerning needed design changes and the adequacy ot current. escape -ind
evacuation systems.

Target acquisition performance of tank crmnanders operating In the
closed-hatch mode was investigated In two experimental studies. Factors



examined included slew rates, cupola position, and the use of an aiming
reference. Performance data under different conditions were obtained
for each tank commander involved, and these data were compared to per-
formance in the normal open-hatch mode.

A review of the relevant literature was conducted in an effort to
determine the problems involved and the methods typically employed in
the development of MOE for crews or larger personnel units. Extensive
contacts were also made with other research personnel working in related
areas. Based on the information obtained, a program of research was
outlined aimed at the development of MOE for tank crews.

Principal Findings:

Temperature and relative humidity inside a buttoned-up tank
lag temperature and relative humidity outside the tank-by
approximately three hours.

" Effective temperatures inside a buttoned-up tank in warm
weather reach levels that can be expected to degrade perfor-
mance.

* Current training in escape and/or evacuation of injured or
wounded personnel is extremely limited.

* If a tank is hit, the gunner is the most vulnerable crew member.
* Lifting straps built into a tanker's uniform would'aid con-

e±derably in the evacuation of wounded or injured personnel.
* Target acquisition performance is not affected significantly

by either slew rate, cupola position, or the use of an aiming
reference.
Target acquisition performance is not degraded in the closed-
hatch mode.

* Techniques for derivation of MOE for crews or larger personnel.
units are not well developed.
The only current work of any magnitude being conducted in the
area of MOE for tank crews is concerned with gunnery.

Utilization of Findings:

The findings concerned with thL relationship between external and
internal environmental couditlons, and the opinion data on escape and
evacuation systems should be useful to tank designers in developing
future tanks or in planning modifications to present tank,. S4 miI;orly,
the recommiendations on the need for lifting-straps in tankers' uniforms
should be of use to those charged with clothing design.

Training authorities should find the information on target acqui-
sition both useful and comforting. With minimal practice,. tank com-
manders can perform as well with closed hatches as with open.

The chapter on MOE will be useful In future dovelopments of MOE for
tank crews and platoons, in that the problems have been specified, and

potentially fruitful approaches have been suggested.

/ m ,m m
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CHAPTER I

OVERVIEW

All researr', described in this report was conducted under a project

titled, "Effects on Tank Crew Performance of Special Hatches and Other

Factors." However, each of the four chapters deals with a totally

different problem. For example, Chapter IL Is concerned with the effects

of external environmental conditions on the internal environment of a

tank with hatches closed. The need for this work was prompted by

inferences drawn from an extensive review of the literature concerned

with potential problems involved with extended armor operations in the

closed-hatch (buttoned-up) mode.'

Chapter III is concerned with escape and/or evacuatior of wounded

or inJured personnel from armored vehicles. This effort was initiated

as a result of a concern expressed by personnel of the 2nd Armored

Division. They felt that hatch design night have to be modified, and/or,

that sp •al training in these subjects might be required to ensure

confidence of tank crewmen In their safety.

Chapter IV describes studies of target icquisition by tark coN-

maniders under various conditions. In this ý'udy, "acquisition" refers to

tLh act of ialing the main gun rLticle on the target after the target

*has been "detected." This effort was prompted by interviews with tect

officers who participated in a TRADOC Combined Arms Test Activity CFCATA)

test of closed-batch operations, and from reports in the literature

commnting on terrain and target dic;prientat-lon while operating with the

I V. L. Warnick, A. L. Kuibal i, J. L. Maxey, and W. H1. Ton. .' t wc

7 r' t ,~' u;: ~>c'It/, ART Refsearch Problem Review 76-13,
Human Resources Research Oiganization, and Acry Research institute,
October 1976.
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hatches closed. The commanders reported frequent spatial disorientation

while slewing the turret to the target location. The chapter describes

two small studies oriented toward a better definition and a remedy for

this problem.

Chapter V discusses problems associated with the development of

Measures of Effectiveness (MOE) for tank Crews, and outlines needed

research in tfiis area. This effort was conducted as part of a larger

ongoing effort on the development of methodologies for evaluating unit

effectiveness under operational conditions.

Because of the diversity of topics, each chapter is essentially a

complete report in itself. The reader interested in a particular

chapter need not read the preceding chapters in order to understand

thp material presented. Also, for the benefit of readers not

intere.sted in all of the topics covered, the appendixes and references

cited for each chapter are presented separately at the end of each

chapter.

!-2
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Warnick, W. L., Kubala, A. L.; MLxey, J. L., and Ton, W. H. Study of the
Psychological (and Associated Physiological) Effjcts on a Tank Crew
Resulting From Being Buttoned Up, ARI Research Problem Review 76-13,
Human Resources Research Organization, and Army Research Institute,
October 1976.
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CHAPTER II

DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE ANP
HUMIDITY ON THE INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT OF A TANK

Background

Heat and humidity are likely to cause degraded human performance if

it is necessary to operate tanks with hatcl:es closed for extended periods

of time. However, there is very little published research on the effect~s

of heat and humidity on armored vehicle crews. This lack of information

is probably duc to the fact that current strategic thinking emphasizes

the possibility of fighting Warsaw Pact forces in the relatively cool

areas of central and northern Europe.

A recent review1 of the literature dealing with the effects oi heat

and humidity on human performance showed that:'

"* Tasks which do not require great physical effort are little
affected until Effective Temperature (ET), exceeds 90'F.
However, if tasks requiring some physical Lxertio.i are per-
formed, effectiveness decreases above about ET 85°F, and
casualties may be expected with ETs of 86°F o- higher.

* Specifically, the apper limit for tolerance of heat in tanks
seems to lie betwaen ET 88°F and ET 92.5°F.

"* A Wet Bulb Temperature (WBT) of 91'F or above results in
decreased alertness.

The "comfortable" range for humidity is between 40 and 60
percent.

1W. L. Warnick, A. L. Kuhala, J. L. Maxey, and W. H. Ton. 3i<.T.J• of
Ps7 •ho ioo1.ca Z (<.mJd A is,'z• t7 rhys{ •c Z , Effc- t oz a Yank Crew
Risuit';na. . From .Bc•q [?u .t ',. (h , ARI Research Problem Review 76-13,
Human Resources Research Organization, and Army Research Inrtitute
for the BehavioraL and Social Sciences, October 1976.

2 ET = Temperature Humidity Index'= .4 (Dry Bulb Temperature + Wet Bulb
Tempnrature) + 15. (See E. J. McCormick. H!.'enoF 8 Fa,_Xrrr,-, Ff1,ý?,`',:;,
(2nd ed.), New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964.

I1-i



Acclimatization to heat takes from 3 to 12 days, and is more
effective if the. individual exerts.

Both the British and German armies explored 'he effects of high

temperatures on the performance of tark crews during WWII, and found

evidence of considerable performance degradation.

A few studies have been done recently on some aspects of the prob-

lem. Suarez found that the surner daytime Wet Bulb Globe Temperature

(WBGT)4 inside an M60 tank varied from 100OF to 106.6 0 F. No crew was

present in the tank, so nothing was reported concerning the effect of

these temperatures on crew performance. However, it was noted that

these WBGT levels were much higher than is considered acceptable 'for

human working conditions. The presence of a crew would have caused

these WBGT levels to'have been even higher, because of increased hu-

midity which would raise the WBT levels.

Fenning, et al. 5 recommended that thermal 'radiation from :ank walls

be studied. Tank walls will be heated by both radiant and ambient heat

from the exterior environment. The tank walls will then radiate heat to

the interior atmosphere and to any objects or persons in the tank.

Radiated heat may, therefore, contribute substantially to the discomfort

3J. Suarez. Methodology Investigation of Armored Fighting Vekio.te
Compartment Temperatures, M60 Tank, USAPG Report No. 203, US Army
Yuma Provlng Ground, Arizona, November 1974.

4WBGT = .1 Dry Bulb Temperature + .7 Wet Bulb Temperature + .2 Black
Globe Temperature. Black Globe Temperature is a measure of radiant
heat.

5 W. Fenning, P. Jackson, and R. Kelley. RPeference So!,rees in th;o
Physiology of Extreme Fnvinonmental Temperatures, Engineering
Research Institute, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, May 1954.
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of the tank crew, and if ETs of 90'F or above are reached, degraded per-

formance and casualties from heat stress are likely. Conversely, In

cold climates the tank walls will lose heat to the exterior environment

and when the tank wails are cold, the crew inside of the tink may luse a

good deal of body heat by radiation to the cold tank walls. Cold is

likely to be less of a problem than heat, however, because clothing can

be worn to conserve body heat.

No studies were found which dealt with the effects on human perfor-

mance of wearing Nu&ilear, Biological, and Chemical (NBC) ptotective gear

in a closed environment, such as a tank with hatches closed. NBC protec-

tive gear would greatly increase the risk of heat stress for tank crews

operating with closed hatches in a hot climate, and probably also in

temperate c lines.

Altogether, it is clear that there is very little information

available concerning crew peýrformance under closed-hatch, NBC condi-

tions. If continuous armor operations are to be feasible, much nore

information is needed on this pro!lm, m.

Military Problem

The concept ,of continuous or sustained operations for armor has

been considered seriously only recently. 'rhe development of night

vision devices of various kinds, and the recent emphasis on combat

system reliability have made the concept of continuous armor operations

feasible. Continuouis operations will make greater demands on the

soldiers who man armor forces.

In addition to the greater demand ; on human enkoarance posed by con-

tirinous operations, demands for staimina will also result from the lik•c'v

11-3



necessity of operating in the closed-hatch mode for substantial periods

of time in any future war. Two factors indicate this necessity. First,

the stated doctrine of potential enemies dictates the employment of NBC

weapons, if required. Threat forces habitually train for combat under

these conditions. Second, threat forces are expected to employ massive

amounts of artillery. US armor forces are expected to fight outnumbered

under these conditions, and still prevail on the battlefield.

During closed-hatch operations, the internal environment of a tank

'sill have major effects on the crew's ability to function effectively.

SpecifiLIlly, the temperature and humidity inside a buttoned-up tank

will be vital factors in determining whether the crew can carry out

their duties effectively. Therefore, it is important to investigate the

effects of external climatic factors on the internal environment of a

tank.

Research Problem and Design

This study was aimed at determining the relationships between

external temperature and humidity and the internal environment of a

tank. In order to obtain data for a basr-l:ne condition, measurements

were made without the tank engine operating, and without a -rew in the

tank.

Instruments for measuring and continuously recording Dry Bulb

Temperature (DBT) and Relative Humidity (RH) inside the tank were

obtained from the Aimy Scientific Laboratories Meteorological Team (ASL

Met Team) at.TCATA, Fort Hood, Texas.

Permission to tvse an M48 target tank for measurement purposes was

obtained from HQ, TCATA. The tank was parked in the open in a motor

IT-4



TOP . .. 7! 7.

pool at West Fort Hood. All broken vision blocks were sealed with

cardboard and heavy masking tape. The ASL Met Team then installed a

hygro-thermograpii recorder inside the tank. Continuous temperature and

humidity measurements were recorded on a hygro-thermograph chart.

The temperature and humidity inside the tank were continuously

recorded from 1400 hours on 12 August 1976 through the morning of 19

August 1976. External temperature and humidity readings were recorded

by the ASL Met Team hourly from 0700 until 2000 each day during this

p.'riod and reported on standard Weather Bureau forms.

Results and Conclusions

In Figure II-i it can be seen that the rise in internal tempera;:ure

of the tank lags the external temperature for a substantial part of the

day, from shortly after 0900 until about 1530. After 1530 the internal

teinperature continue.; to rise, while the exterior temperature begins to

drop, particularly after 1700. The amount of this lag remains nearly

constant between' abhut 1000 and 1400 at a little more than 1.5 hours.

It should also be noted that temperatures inside the tank rise in the

early evening to well above 90'F. Forther, at no Lime did v.;i .il

temperatures fall to a level that ý--ild be i~omfortable for persons

engaged in heavy physical activity.

The time lag in internal temperature change, compared to external

temperature change, can be explained by the thermal inertia of the tank

hull. Because of Its bulk, the tank hull is warmed more slowly than the

external air during the larly part of the day, and thus insulates toe

inside of the t;ank co some degree. 9owever, the sank hull is warmed as

the day goes on (mainly by the radiant heat ,f the sun) to temperatureq

Il-5
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considerably above those of the external air. Then in the early evening

the hot mass of tho tank hull continues to radiate heat to the air and

object'; inside the tank, so chat internal temperatures continue to rise

until long after the external air temperature has starte1 to drop.

Figure 11-2 shows q comparison of external and internal relative

humidity. Again, the internal measurements lag the external measure-

ments for a substantial part of the day. However, the drop in relative

humidity as the day goes cn is almost entirely a function of the increase

in temperature, so Figure I-2 tells us almost nothing beyond what we

learned from Figure 11-1. The relationships between temperature and

relative humidity are shown graphically in Figures 11-3 and 11-4; Figure

11-3 for the tank's internal er-ironment, and Figure I1-4 for the ex-

ternal environment for the period from 0700 to 2000. Figure 11-5 shows

the relationship between temperature and relative humidity for the

internal environment for the entire 24-hour period.

Figure 11-6 present., external and internal ETs. The FTs were

computed using the following formula: F',- = - (. _ . h'V, (["7
C

?) In Figure 11-6 it can be seen that internal ET lags e'.'te -4l FT

in much 'the same' fashion as internal DBT lags external I)gT.

".i;ince ET is an Index of discomfort,, h,,ed on empirical data, Figure

11-6 gives the best information on the probahle cf ccts of tempeature

and humility on tank crew performance. DNke, et al, in a comprehensive

review of heat stress, found grest consistency in experimcntal results:

"McCorCick ,m. (see footnote #2).

M J. Dike, N. Findiky,in, .I. Anderson. and S' .. ells
S e .. , , 'edhnical Report No. 11, Inst iute of ,I,,c:ivioral

Research, Texas Christ I -.n Pniversity, For Wt r rth, May 1967.
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an ET of 750 is comfortable, and ET of 80 resdlts in some distress, an

ET of 850 produces great distress, and ETs above 86' result in casual-

ts. From Figure 11-6, it is apparent that ETs rise to the uncom-

fortable rpnge by early afternoon and remain in this range for many

hours.

The internal ETs shown in Figure 11-6 were measured without a crew

in the tank, and without the tank engine running. Both of these factors

would tend to raise the temperature (DBT) in the tank, and in addition

the presence of a crew would raise the humidity through respiration and

perspirat ion.

The increased humidity that the presence of a crew will probably

contribute in a buttoned-up tank can be estim.ted from a series of

studies carried out by Hicks, with Armored'Personnel Carriers (APCs)

undtr closed-hatch conditions. He found that in occupied APCs, con-

densation on the interior surfaces of the vehicle was a major probtem.

The condcnsation occurred in the early morning hours when the walls of

the APC had cooled. Occupants found tLIat leaning against the walls of

the vehicle caused their clothes to behrme wet. Condensed water dripp-d

from overhead surfaces onto clothing and ot hor gear stored in the

vehicle. Some of the gear began to rust. Also, vision hlocks became

fogged, which would have made comnbat operations very ha ardus.

Thus, it seems clear that, E':s in a tank operating buttoned up kinder'

hot, humid clim iatic conditions, would be substantially hi ehr than tho,,e

S. Hicks. 7T7 J""' "'. . ,. ."

U•,' ,'2"Y•r2 .,Ž, , i r'. ,-•P i ~ T, Techni cal Memorandnm 16.-64. US Armv
Human Engfneering Lai,rratorils, Aherdcen Proving Ground, Maryland,
1964.
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obtained in this study, and almost certa ly up in the critical range

9
above 860. Kennedy, et al, point out, in the context of shelters

against nuclear weapons effects, that humidity will approach 100 percent

and temperatures will rise well above 800 in a crowded shelter in a few

hours. If 'the effects of external temperatures well above 80%, are

added to this, along with the heat generated by the tank engine, and

some degree of exertion by the tank crew, ETs in the tank will certainly

rise into the critical range. Kennedy, et al., recommend ventilation

and a minimum of 15 cubic feet per occupant if external temperatures

exceed 80*F. How to implement these recommendations for tank crews

poses a real challenge to designers.

9 T. Kennedy, B. Hoot, J. Ball, and P. Rieck. F•r)JiePt Field Fortifi-
eat ions for Use Against Nuelrar Weap•ons, Final Report, TechnIcal
Report N-74-7, US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, Weapons
Effects Laboratory, Vicksburg, Mississippi, September 1975.
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CHAPTER III

SPECIAL HATCHES STUDY.: ESCAPE AND EVACUATION OF
WOUNDED PERSONNEL FROM TANKS

Part I: Background, Problem and Approach

Background and Military Problem

The basis for the initiation of this investigation was a Human

ResourcesNeed (URN) submitted by the 2nd Armored Division (2nd AD),

Fort Hood, Texas, for research into "tank escape systems."

The concern of the 2nd AD was based on experience by some of their

personnel during the Vietnam Conflict in which the enemy sutccessfully

employed Rocket Propelled Grenades (RPGs) against US armored vehicles.

RPGs and secondarily antitank mines constituted the most critical threat

to tanks and Armored Personnel Carriers (APCs). The capability of newly

developed antitank weapons are capable of penetrating almost any exist-

ing tank. The proliferation of these weapons, down to the level of the

individual soldier, indicates a need for a critical examination of tank

escape systems.

A second, but highly related concern is the evacuation of -i wounded

or injured crewman from within the t;Lk. Ai present, it i. extreme'

difficult to remove an uniconscious or phyiically disabled crewman du, to

the limited internal space and small size of the hatch openings. EvacuatioT)

of the driver is extremely difficult if the turret drive system is

disabled with the turret in the forward position. The injured driver

must either be lowered, o the ground hene:'th the tank through the driver'-

escape hatch, or moved into the turret, and removed through either the

Ill-!



loader's or tank commander's hatches. Tank designers appear to have

given little consideration to evacuation requirements.

In discussions with 2nd AD personnel, a further concern was ex-

pressed over reports that some tank units did not use a gunner during

the Vietnam Conflict. In this case, the main gun was fired from the

commander's position. Personnel of the 2nd AD hypothesized that the

elimaination of the gunner was due to a feeling that his performance

could be adversely affected by his vulnerability to enemy antitank

weapons. The tank gunner, more than any other crewman, is vulnerable to

enemy fire penetrating the turret wall. Furthermore, of current US

tanks only the M60A2 provides the gunner with his own hatch. The)efore,

in most tanks, he is almost certain to be the last man out if the crew

is forced to escape. This concern nver this possible elimination of the

gunner due to his vulnerability lent impetus to 2nd tD's interest in

tank escape systems. They felt that it was necessary to determine the

requirements for and cost effectiveness of changing tank designs and/or

modifying existing tanks to improve chances of escape. In addition,

they felt an investigation should be made into the possibility of

developing training programs intended to overcome the disadvantages of

current tank design.

Although not specifically addressed by the 2nd AD, another related

problem is the rescue of wounded ground personnel by the tank crew.

During WWli this means of rescue was not uncommon. The tank would be

positioned over the wounded soldier so as to protect him from further

enemy fires, and he would be lifted into the tank through the driver's

escape hatch. Such an operation would be extremely difficult in our M60
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series of tanks, as the driver's escape hatch is located almost directly

undr the driver's seat. Work space in the driver's compartment is

extremely limited, and the driver would obviously be unable to move the

tank until the wounded soldier was removed to the turret and the seat

Sreset.

Research Problem and Approach

At the. outset,' virtually nothing was known about any previous work

on escape and/or evacuation, about the a~aount or kind of training crew-

men receive(d) on these subjects, nor about crewmen's at,.itudes con-

rerning the adequacy of current escape systems and any associated

training programs, Therefore, as a first step, it was necessary to

determine what work in the area had been accomplished, and what work, if

any, was in progress. To this end, a survey of the literature was

conducted, and knowledgeable personnel in a number of both military and

civilian agencies were contacted.

The secoiti step was the development and administration of a ques-

tionnaire to armor personnel with actual experience in ewc;ipe aid/ 'i

evauation from armored vehicles. The questionnaire w;iý; do,•,ei pri-

marily to obtain information relevant to the 2nd AD's cO,'"Lrn , t .king

into account the information obtained from the literatUre strv~ y ,nd

other workers in the armor field. The decision to survey only personnel

with first-hand experience 'in escape or evacuation was based on the

notion that their experience would allow them to m'ake an informed judg-

ment concerning escape and evacuation need!;. Those without such experience

might have given the uhbjects little previous thought, and their speca-

lations would likely only add "noise" to the results.
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The results of the effort outlined above are reported below in two

parts. Part II deals with the attempt to garner all of the currently

available information on escape and evacuation. Part III deals with the

administration and findings of the questionnaire, and presents a brief

simmary of the overall effort.

Part II: Results of the Information Survey

Personal Contacts

Personnel involved in the development and/or testing of tanks and

associated systems were contacted in the Armor School, Fort Knox,

Kentucky, the ARI Field Unit at Fort Knox, the HumRRO office at Fort

Knox, the Human Engineering Laboratories (HEL), and the Chrysler Defense

Corporation. The results were disappointing. So far as could be deter-

mined, there was'no ongoing work concerned specifically with escape or

evacuation, nor was any planned in the foreseeable future. A number of

incidental items of information were obtained, but they were largely

irrelevant to the objectives of this research. The only relevant infor-

mation came from conve. -4tions with personnel at the ARI Field Unit at

Fort Knox. It was ascertained that training materials were being

prepared by the Armor School for crew drills which include escape and

evacuation. The task, conditions, aid standards for for each type of

drill and the procedures for each member to follow are being specified.

These drills are now in draft form and are planned for publication

2
sometime during the summer of 1977.

]Personal communin:ation from Dr. R. T. Bauer, ARI Field Unit, Fort Knox,
Kentucky, March 1977.

2 ?Personal communication from CPT Dale Stewart, Directorate of Training

Development,, US Army Armor School, Fort Knox, Kentucky, March 1977.
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The only conclusion that could be drawn from these personal con-

t•ý-," was that there was little interest in escape or evacuation in the

rL.;.earli and training commuitties associated with armor.

Literature

The primary sources consultel in conducting the literature survey

were the Defense Documentation Center (DDC) and the Engineering Ab-

stracts. Again, the iesults were di3appointing. A search of the

Engineering Abstracts for the previou., five years revealed only infor-

mation concerned with escape and evacuation from submarines anu aircraft.

Examination of some of these reports provwd "hem to be irrelevant to the

armor problem. Despite an intensive search employing a wide variety of

'Identifiers, only 'three reports of relevance were located in DDC. Only

one of these was actually concerned with crew escape from a tank in an

emergency. Because of the meagre literature on the subject, each of the

three relevant reports located will be reviewed in some depth.

An investigation by Dickinson and Horley' compared crew escape

times from the proposed MBT 70 under various emergency conditions tu

escape times for the M6OAI tank. The proposed MBT 70 design necessi-

tated moving the driver's escape hatch from the front of the hull (

the M6OAI) to a central location under th, turret. This move becanm

necessary because the driver, gunner, and tank commander were all to be

located within the turret. The Dickinson and Horley study consisted of

two parts. Part I determine] the crew's tactical emergency-escape

N. F. Dickinson and G. L. Horley. iiF, M• '"-7`0 Coc .- '['-lc'7 72>,,

...'., Technical Note 6-68, US Army Human Engineering Laboratories,
Aberdeen Proving Ground,, Maryland, March 1963.
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capabilities from the MBT 70 under the worst and best conditions for

turret azimuth position, 1nd compared these results to similar condi-

tions in the M6OA1 tank. Part II investigated the feasibility of escape

through the bottom escape hatch, should the tank be upset. In addition,

the investigators examined the ease of gaining access to the interior of

the MBT 70 from the outside through the escape hatch. Access from the

7 outside would be important in' the event the tank overturned. In this

instance, it might become necessary to gain access to evacuate wounded

or injured personnel. A similr investigation was not made with the

M60A1 tank as the escape hatch is not designed for removal from the

"outside.

The investigators initially found that the MBT 70 emergency escape

system was not workable. They then modified the escape system and the

data presented in the study basically reflects escape with their Modi-

fied MBT 70 system. They compared escape times on'y through the escape

hatch in the bottom of both tanks. No escape times were collected for

exits through the other hatches. The crew participating in the study

carried their personal weapons (M3 submachinegun, caliber .45 pistol)

and wore the typical tanker gear (CVC helmet, combat boots, etc.).

Crew mean escape times from the M6OAI averaged 59.2 seconds under

the wirst condition and 24.1 seconds under the best condition. Under

the worst condition, the position of the turret caused ammunition for

the main gun to block access by turret personnel to the driver's escape

4hatch. The escape hatch in the M60AI is located directly under the

driver's position. The loader needed a mean time of 32.0 seconds to

4 It was assumed that under the worst condition that the tur-et was dis-
abled, and therefore could not be iotated. In the best condition, it
was assumed that the turret was either in the best position or could
be rotated into this position.
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remove the rounds before turret cvew members could gain access to the

escap-• hatch.

Timing of escape from the M60 in the best po-ition cnnm'nced after

the turret was rotated 1800. This movement resultod in unobstructed

access to the escape hatch by turret crewmen. If timing had started

with turret movement, the mean times to escape would be inflated by the

time required for the turret to traverse (31.6 seconds instead of the

24.1 seconds reported).

Escape times for the centrally located MBT escape system were 65.2

seconds for the best and 88.0 seconds for the worst cor~ditions as dic-

tated by the position of the turret. As can be seen, these times compare

very unfavorably with the times reported for the M6OAI.

Dickinson and Horley cautioned that under tactical conditions in

forward areas during a silent-watch mission, an escape hatch which could

be opened from the outside could be released by the enemy without the

crew's knowledge. However, the present authors feel that the prcvi'•ion

of outside access has merit, especially when the crew ts injured or wh,,n

the turret is in a position to prevent tho crew from ruleqsing the

escap,' hatch. A simple anti-intrusion/tamper device could alert the

crew to the enemy presence tinder the silint-watch condition.

The Di'ckinson and Horley report prov'des guidelines for the design

of future tank escape systems. They point out that if a tank escape

system pe,*mits personnel outside the tank to rescue the crew, the system

must not require special tools or equipment. This equipment will prob-

ably not be readily available under tactical or even training conditions.

A-; regards trainino, Dickinson and Horley noted that ,offorts must be
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made to ensure that practice in escape does not damage operating equip-

ment. The MBT 70 escape system created potentially troublesome problems

for maintenance. MBT crews were required to remove a slip-ring in the

turret for each escape exercise. The slip-ring was generally damaged by

removal, which could have caused its failure and a malfunction of the

overall turret control system.

One of the design requirements for the MBT 70 tank was to provide

crew members with safety devices such as seat belts and shoulder har-

nesses. These devices were intended to minimize injury to a crew in

case the tank rolled over. No US tank in current use has provision for

safety harnesses or seat belts at any of the crew stations. Dickinson

and Horley point out that if restraining devices are considered for

future use, they must be designed so that no crew member could be trapped

or impeded in escaping quickly from the tank in an emergency. They

should also be designed so that personnel evacuating wounded or injured

crew members could easily and quickly unfasten the restraining device.

in an older but still relevant study, Williams5 evaluated the

effects of fire bombs dropped by aircraft against the T26E4 tank. It

was concluded that after being hit it would have been possible for the

crew to evacuate the tank immediately, or, if conditions dicated, to

have waited five minutes for the fire to subside before evacuating. The

crew could then fight the fire and probably remount and continue as an

effective unit. This investigation is cited te point out that a *tank

crew may have to evacuate (escape) in order to protect and save their

weapcns system, and not just for survival.

iJ. R. 1 Jll1ams. Ter'mi)u7 27 :Fal otio Tooý7 of '•'7h;~ Aqs• tike
T2.`_,4 T'.'in, Report No. 770, Ballistic Research Labs, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland, June 1951.
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Reeves and Vikesteado did not directly study escape systems.

lh ievpr, some of their conclusions and recommend '.ons should be con-

sidered when planning and designing escape systems. Vor example, they

con ?nd that the greatest hazard to the crew is the potential for

explosion or fire created by the storage of main gun ammunition and fuel

in the crew compartment. These items are particularly hazardous due to

the crew's confinement and difficulty of escape. Reeves and Vikestead

point out that compartmentalization of fuel and ammunition and isolation

of these items away from the crew compartment should considerably reduce

cas-a I t'jes.

These authors also felt that the spall (metal ejected from the

in,,er surfaces of the tank when hit) created by mines, large caliber

kinetic energy projectiles, or heat projectiles was also a major hazard.

They recommend the placement of ballistic cloth blankets in the crew

compartment. This measure should minimize casualties from spall or from

fragments of penetrating projectiles. The addition of spall liner' to

the interior walls and floor should also be considered. All of their

recommendations, if implemented, should greatly reduce any crew aux-

ieties concerning their own safety and survival.

The only concrete suggestions concerning the configuration of

escape hatches for tanks were found in the Military Standardization

Handbook. This publication stated that ... escape-hatch dimensions

H..1. Reeves and W. S. Vikestord. U;'c7, t, '' r ''' P.,
oil' ' 'Jo ', oJ,', BRI. Memorandum Report No. 23-21, USA

Ballistics Research labs, Abrdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, Aupu~st
1973.

MTII-llDBI-759. 2,'> " 'P :t, .:,z?, t9L H ni ' A, ,':c': "
r-,co,' 7>? PY, m .'r Atr,-m -', t ric / , US Department of the Army,

12 March 1975.
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should be based on three factors: (a) the work area personnel must

escape from, (b) the equipment and clothing they will be wearing, (c)

the environment they wiE enter." General guidelines to escape hatch

design were:

* Hatches should open with a single motion of the foot or hand.

Operating force should be less than 50 pounds for handles or
pushbuttons.

Hatches placed overhead should weigh less than 50 pounds and
should be opened by force of gravity.

* Rectangular hatches should be a minimum of 16 x 24 inches with
20 x 28 inches preferred.

• Square hatch openings should be a minimum of 18 inches with 22
inches preferred-

* Circular hatch openings should be a minimum of 22 inches with
28 inches preferred.

Floor mounted escape hatches should not be obstructed by seats
or other equipment and locking and unlocking mechanisms should
operate with 30 pounds or less of force.

Floor mounted escape hatches should be at least 22 inches in
diameter and should have at least 18 inches of clearance from
bottom of the hatch to t'e ground.

Some of the more relevant general guidelines concerning access to

hatches are cited for designing crew stations in combat vehicles.

"'here should be adequate handgrips and footsteps to help the
.rew reach the hatches easily and safely from the ground.
(Unfortunately, in tanks the only footholds are the front
towing pintles and in qome units they were removed so they
,ould not he stolen or lost. Mounting on the side of the
vehicle is unsafe as the crewmen could be injured in the
roadwheels if the vehicle was accidentally moved. No speci-
fically designed hand-holds are provided on tanks, and
individuals who are small have difficulty in mounting the
tank. ')

All hatches and doors shoul]d he large enough to admit fully
equipped 95th percentile operators.

Statenents In parenthesis are the present authors'.
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There should be a clear path from *tach hatch to the crew
position(s) it serves. Men Lu a hurry should not have to
squeeze around obstacles, or avoid tripping over fire ex-
tinguishers, cables, or the like.

lh, dtlidel inco incorporated in the Military Standardizat ion Hand-

book are not inten~ded to he mandatory, hut are furnished to it-igners

mainly forinformatiornal purpo-.es.,

Sum~ary and Conclusions

TIhe literature Is ac; interest lug for what it does, not address, as

for what it doe.i address. Expressed concerns over cret' snfety, in-

eluding escape or evacuat ioni, are quite l imited and evidence of concern

by tank designers is lacking. For exampi e, from the little literature

loca ted,* it can he cone 1 old tHant:

(a) An e-scape hat ch in t he hutton of the hol LE i desirable in

cas~e the tank turns, over, hut it should he capable of being opened from,

the outside with no special tools, and ,hoold he equipped with some kind

of ant 1-nt ruqi i device. (Nt'tv that the Chryrler Defense Cerp',rat-

vers ion of the. X11- 1 as recent Iv p reolsed does not hwtve a hot t o- hate i.)

(h) Crew member!- shoul 1d he equli pped 'wi th soafLet devi ces, such

as harnesses or seait he! to with quiiek-rLi'euýe featurer. (i L t; -k

cur rent tank's hove these fea-tutres.)

(r ) 'Npa 1 liners; (hal Ii-st it cloth) should hle proviel ted

minimize injurv int the event. that the tank is hit . (Note that no cur -

rent tanks have opti 1.1 1 i nero; the prop 'sa~d XMI-I does,;.

(d1 ) Foe( I aind ammabn it. ion shI i,.1l (I he eomp~ar tmeo ta i zed ou t i ide

th- ( Crew Complartmeýnt to redoce the fita;'ard to 'reiwMon. ( "it) thIa t

current tainl!- arnianiiit ten istor ord in the crew cctrl;Irtmncrt . flu: xm-1

ha s c omp r tmenta r, ' nriI701Ma i n 11n ar-Mmn i t i on.



(e) Hatches should conform in size and shape to those iecom-

mended in human engineering guides.

In addition, the present authors hold a number of conclusions not

addressed in the literature. These concerns can perhaps best be ex-

pressed as a series of ,nanswered questions concerning tank escape

systems. For example: How is escape and/or evacuation of wounded

affected by the wearing of NBC gear?; What provisions should be made for

escape during an emergency in deep-water fording?; and, What actions

should a crew take after escaping from a disabled tank?

Other questions could be asked. Perhaps the most important ques-

tion concerns the attitude of crewmen toward the adequacy of current

escape systems. This question will be addressed in Part III of this

chapter.

Part III: Analysis of the Escape and Evacuation Questionnaire

Introduction

At the outset it was realized that the proportion of tankers with

personal ex.erience in either escape or evacuation of wounded or injured

personnel would be quite small, and that any one individual's experience

was likely to be limited to one, or at r.;ost two, incidents. Therefore,

it was realized that, aside from descriptions of verifiable incidents,

most of the information obtained, even from experienced personnel, would

necessarily be largely subjective opinion. However, opinion and atti-

tude data should be quite valuable in planning training programs. For

example, Smith and Cox 9 found that orienltation training was an effective

R. Smith, Jr., and J. Cox, Jr. .. t, hU " , ,c, , Pn t`
],tin, AFPTRC--TN-57-19, Personnel lb, Air Force Personnel and Training

Research Center, Air Reý.farch Development Comnand, Lackland AFB, Texas
February 1957.
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approach to alleviating fears associated with work in the nuclear field.

They concluded that stress and anxiety could be reduced by providing a

realis'tic orientation to the situation, and by training personnel to

cope with emergencies. it seems likely that these same principles

should be applicable in alleviating anxieties associated with escape and

evacuation from tanks. Responses to a questionnaire designed to tap

these anxieties will be useful in providing direction for the develop-

ment of training to enable tankers to cope with their concerns, it

should be noted, however, that opinions concerning the technical aspects

of escape and evacuation systems probably cannot be taken at full face

value. However, they shoull provide tank designers with some useful

hypotheses for further consideration and testing.

With the above caveat in mind, a questionnaire was designed. Items

were written to obtain information relevant to all of the expressed

concerns of the 2nd AD. However, additional items were constructed

based on information obtained from the literature and personil A ot icts.

A copy of the final v-rsion is sheom as Appendix A. ihe findio-.,s are

summarized below.

Participants

Participants in the survey came from the following m. t .iiv nilts:

(a) US Army Armor School (staff and students), Fort Knox, Kentucky,

(b) Armor School Brigade, Fort Knox, and (c) 2nd Armored Div!,ion, Fort

Hood, Texas. Participation in the survey was limit-d tn Individuals

reporting experience in escape from a tank or aid Lug in the evacuation

of injured or wounded personnel, either in peacetime cr during combat.
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The total number of respondents participating in the survey was 33. The

sample size was limited by a scarcity of individuals in the service with

relevant experience. A few participants had no direct personal experi-

ence with escape or evacuation, but were included because of their

stated personal familiarity with the escape problem and a desire to

participate. The questionnaire was administered by HumRRO personnel

during February and March 1977.

Personal data. Thirteen participants were officers, ranking from

"captain to lieutenant colonel. Twenty were noncommissioned officers;

three E6s, thirteen E7s, and four E8s. Nine of the respondents were

aged 20 to 29, seventeen, 30 to 39, and seven, 40 to 49. Average time

served in the Army was 14.9 years, with an average of 12.9 years in the

Armor Branch.

Experience in armor. Twenty-two of the respondents had actually

served in tanks during combat, while 11 reported ao tank combat experi-

ence. Respondents were not asked to report if they had non-armor combat

experience. Two individuals saw extensive combat on the M113 ACAV

vehicle, which was employed much like a tank in Vietnam. However, their

responses were included in the non-combat category due to the marked

design differences between the escape systems of tanks and APCs. The

majority of the respondents (24) served in Vietnam with two indicating

combat service with tanks in Korea. Most colbat experience was gained

in the M48A3 tank and the M551 airborne reconnaissance assault vehicle.

Of tanks in the current inventory, the respondents reported greatest

familiarity with the M60 series followed by the M551. However, re-

spondents reported serving in a total of it !1ý Cl'o>-O IJ 't•. Most
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respondents reported experience as tank commander or gunner. Relatively

f•' reported serving as a loader or driver.

Anrthropometry.' Each respondent was asked to indicate his brdy

fr:ame by stating his normal shirt size. It was thought an individual's

size and weight would have some bearing on how he responded to questions

concerned with getting in and out of confined spaces. The assumption

wa; that individu;ais who were smaller in stature would indicate fewer

difficulties with the present tank escape system than individuals of

larger stature.

The median height reported by the group was approximately 5'11".

When compared to the int hropometric data presented for Ait Force cadets

in the 1972 Human Engineering Guide to Equipment Design, this median

height would place them in approximately the 75th percentile for height.

Their height would place them slightly above the 85th percentile for Air

71Force gunners. This comparison is relevant as Air Force gunners must

operate in confined spaces mu(h like tank c ,ews. . It is intercsi .:,

note that the respondcnts wrre generally ta ler and heavier than one

wonlId expect to find in a carcer field where much time is sý p,'t ;rking

in small, confined qpacc:-.

A .. ,ompared t.c; th t ov,r~il thif ht 1:S Army pcrsoi ,!, the -;• -i1

medinri height of 71 In( ht- pla(ces i .i v. t hi. 80(th pr ,,nr iel . Accord-

irig to MIL-11DBK-759, the mediain height for the group is ahove the 7tith

if. P. Van Cor t and R. C. V'Hkidc (ed. ) .K:''7' :", -
;rr' t(' : v'z,;, (rev. l..), Washhin) Ion, 1). :. US ('Cv' rment Pr ii: l ,

Off ice, 1912,

I•'I -I-H;PK- 7 ) , ,
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percentile for US Army armor crewmen (these anthropometric data were

collected-in 1966).

The median weight of 190 pounds for the group is above the 75th

percentile for armor crewmen, while the median weight of 190 pounds

places them at the 90th percentile compared to all Army personnel as

reflected by the data collected in 1966. Fifteen participants reported

a medium frair,, whereas 11 had a large frame. Only four reported a

small frame and two an extra-large frame.

Since the collection of anthropometric information was begun, the

average soldier in each successive war has been taller and heavier In

apparent defiance of this trend, the amount of space allocated to the

crews of fighting armored vehicles has become less and less. Space

becomes even more critical with the addition of standard full combat

dress or special cold weather clothing or NBC gear. For example, the

effective height of an individual is increased by 2.65 inches when

wearing the standard uniform. This uniform includes underwear, shirt,

t:ousers, fatigues or shorts, socks, and steel helmet with liner. In

addition, combat field clothii,. can add up to 18.6 pounds to an indi-

vidual's weight. Winter clothing or NBC protective gear for armor

crewmen will add considerably to this weight and bulk, thus compounding

the problems of escaping and removing wounded or injured personnel from

the interior of the tank.

Escape and Evacuation Experience

Escape training. Approximately half of the group received prior

training on tank escape at some time in their armor service; the remain-

ing half received no traini.ng in etcapf,. Only two individuals indicated
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they had received thcir training during the 1970s. Most of the training

was received in the 1950s and 1960s. These periods coincide with the

Korean and Vietnam conflicts. Apparently, escape training is emphasized

only in times of war. Informal conversations with experienced tankers

and discussion with training personnel indicate that current training in

escape is, for all practical purposes, nonexistent.

Of the individuals who were trained in escape, the initial training

was usuially by the unit (company) cadre. This training consisted of an

average of four hours of instruction. When the group was asked to

estimate the total amount of training they had received in escape during

their period of service, their responses ranged from one to 100 hours,

and averaged eight to ten hours. This amount of time is small when

compared to the'average length in armor of 12.9 years. Fourteen indi-

viduals reported being trained to escape through the driver's escape

hatch. However, two of the respondents teceiving escape training indi-

cated they did not receive training in exiting through the driver's

escape hatch. Twenty-four of the 33 respondents indicated that the

trýin r.. t,7"iC f• Y' co,,c•al' .. ,-,u1,1 1c! ,ne ,"d, while eight telt it should

be left as it is.

As part of their training, nome armor crewmen were trained tu

rescue wounded ground personnel through th" driver's esc ýi pe hatch. The

escape hatch would he dropped and the tank would he driven into a posi-

tion over the wounded person. This type of rectue was employed if an

individual was wounded and, due to heavy small-:irms fire, could not )t

reached by other means. The tank, being impervious to sich fire. cou1ld

perform reFscue operations in this manner. 11owever, a rescue of this
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nature was reported by only one o' the respondents. In this instance,

an M24 tank was used, which has the escape hatch located behind the bow

gunner. Twelve of the respondents had been trained in this method,

while 21 had not. With the tanks currently in the inventory, this

method of evacuation is difficult to accomplish, as the escape hatch is

almost directly under the driver's seat. With current tanks, a success-

ful rescue would depend solely on the driver's ability to pull the

wounded person into the vehicle, leaving the driving controls unattended.

Escape experience. Twelve of the respondents reported escaping

from a tank during training and 10 during combat. Of the respondents

who escaped during combat, the majority had to escape only once; four

escaped twice, two escaped three times, and two escaped four times. One

individual escaped four times from an M113 ACAV vehicle and another

individual escaped three times from an M113 APC. The majority of the

individuals who reported escape experienc2 were tank commanders at the

time. In 11 instances their vehicle was disabled by an enemy tank or

antitank weapon, in seven instances the tank was hit Ly a mine, in three

instances the tank was burning. One of the respondents indicated that

his tank hit antitank mines on eight different occasions, but only once

was it necessary to ev .cuate the crew. Another individual reljorted

being hit three times by RPGs, on two of those occasions the crew escaped

because of injured personnel.

Six individuals reported escaping during training once, while four

escaped twice. Most of these were tank commanders at the time. Fire

was the predominant reason for escaping during training, while a drivin,

accident was the second most prevalent reason.
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Evacuation training. Eighteen respondents reported receiving

training in evacuation, while 15 received no t--aining. Four respondents

jedicated the training took place from 1971 through 19/6. The majority,

however, received their training d'iring the 1950s and 1960s. Only two

respondents indicated that this trzining included emergency medical care

or was conducted in conjunction with medical personnel.u On. respondent

rkeported a personal experience of an accident in which the crew were

thought to have broken backs. Based on this experience, this respondent

instigated a training program with medical help and supervision, It

seems unfortunate that it took an accident to reveal the need for tank

crews tonhave some basic medical skills which would allow them to care

for injured or wounded personnel until the arrival of competent medical.

help.

Training in evacuation was usually conducted by the unit (company!

troop) cadre. Four respondents indicated they receiened their training

by the unit cadre during Advanced itndividual Traling (AlT'). The

respondents reportted receiving an average of four hours of training,

with a range of one to 100 hours. Twenty-four of the respondents felt

that the training in evacuation should he increased, while uit If- it

should remain the same.

"Evacuation experience. Sixteen of the reuaponrents reported Avn d u-

ating a wounded or injured crewman from a tank during training, while 17

reported the experience during combat. Approximat'ly hal of the total

respondents reported aiding in evacuation. The group reported an equal

number of accidents which required evacuation during training an in

combat.
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Attitudes and Opinions

Concerning survivability. Survivability in tanks is usually dis-

cussed in teris of weapon firing rates, engagenent ranges, armor pro-

tection, and speed. Rarely is survivability discussed in terms of the

difficulty in entering or exiting the vehicle. It is rarely recognized

that the time it takes a tank crew to mount or dismount the tank could

be critical, and that access should be considered important to crew and

vehicle survivability. This section reports the opinions of the re-

spondeuts about their intended actions if hit by enemy fire. These

opinions are expressed in the most general terms, for it is impossible
/

to evaluate every conceivable situation. In combat, the crew's survival

is dependent upon specific factors which are too numerous to list.

When asked to rate their chances of escaping from a tank if it was

hit, 13 indicated that their changes were "not too good" and ore indi-

cated "no chance at all." Eight felt that their chances of escape would

be about _avrage.' Eight felt they had a "fairly good" chance, and

only two felt they had an "excellent" chance of escaping. The group was

also asked to estimate, as a percentage, their chances of successfully

escaping from a disabled tank. Approximately half of the respondents

rated the probability of successfil escape as 50 percent or less.

The respondents were unable to rate each crew member's surviva-

bility under different locations of penetrations of the tank with

different ammunition. (See question 20, Appendix A.) Percentages

varied widely and there seemed to be no consensus among the respondents.

Concerninq threats to crewmen. Respondents were asked to rank

order possible Lhreats. Their responses showed that the most feared
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threats were: enemy tanks, antitank missiles, antitank guns, antitank

rirnes, and being trapped by fire. Napalm, aerial bombs, rockets, and

artillery were ranked lower, and "turning over in the tank" was ranked

last. Table III-1 lists the types of threats. (Some not in the original

list were added by the respondents. These are indicated by an asterisk.)

Table 111-1

Types of Threats

Enemy Tanks Aerial Bombs and Rockets

A'rftank Missiles Tank Ammunition Exploding
(includes RPGs)

Antitank Guns Tank Turning Over

Antitank Mines *Hydraulic Fluid and Fuel
Exploding

Napa]Ta *Drowning During Fording

Artillery *Accidents From Terrain

*Responses not given in original list on questionnaire.

Concerning escape hatches. Only one hatch on the tank -- the

driver's escape hatch -- is truly an escape hatch. The o'ther hatcl

are provided mainly for routine access to the interior of tie tank. V().

purposes of general discusssion in this report, however, all hatches w~ill

be considere~d escape hatches.

When asked if they could escape quickly, through the hatches of

current tanks, 22 respondents felt they could, while I1 felt they could

not.

iThe re-pondents were asked to rate the difficulty of esc aping: from

e;ich partictilar crew position. Tho ratin gs were to he based on no
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particular tank model. The ratings are presented in Table 111-2. This

question was prompted by concern for the vulnerability of the gunner

during combat. As is obvious from the table, the gunner is considered

by far the most vulnerable.

Table 111-2

Escape Difficulty Rating by Crew Position

TC GNR LDR DRV

Extremely Difficult 1 17 2 3

Fairly Difficult 2 8 4 j)

Difficult 3 5 4 3

Somewhat Difficult 12 3 12 10

No Difficulty 15 0 11 6

The respondents were divided 50/50 as to whether the gunner should

have a separate es-ape hatch. The group felt that, considerioc present

tank configurations, a gunner's escape hatch might be a good thing, but

they were concerned as to where it could be located.

(1) Driver's hatch. When the reqpondents were asked if the

driver needed an escape hatch, 28 of the 33 respondents answered "Yes."

These respondents felt there should be some means for the driver to

escape if the tank rolled over. Approximately half of the respondents

felt they could escape quickly through the current driver's escape

hatch, while the other half felt they could not.

One respondent's comment concerning the driver's hatch is relevant

here.
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If the main gun is traversed over the driver's
hatch, it is impossible for the driver to exit,
except through the turret or driver's escape
hatch. Also, in some turret positions, it is
impossible for the driver to exit through the
turret. His access is blocked by the turret's
basket design, permitting escape again only
through the driver's escape hatch.

(2) Size of hatch openings. Respondents were asked to rate

the size of current hatches for each crew position. The rating cate-

gories were: (a) the right size, (b) too small, or (c) too large. The

majority of the respondents rated the hatches of the M60 series about

the right size for all crew positions. The M551 vehicle hatches were

N rated similarly, with the exception of the loader's hatch, which 10

respondents felt'was "too small."

(3) Overall quality of escape systems. The majority of the

respondents rated the quality of the escape system on the M6OAl tank s

"good" or "very good." Opinions concerning the M551 vehicle were more

diverse, with the majority rating it "fair," "good," or "very good."

Six respondents rated the M551 escape system as "poor." Seventeen of

the respondents had no experience with the M60A2; therefore, ratings on

this model were few and varied greatly.

Concerning three-man crews. The current investigation into es ape

systems was triggered, at least in part, byreports that some tank units

in Vietnam employed their tanks in combat with a three-man crew. This

configuration dropped the gunner and the tank commander fired 'the main

gun. This arrangement presumably was adopted in realization of the

likelihood of the gunner's being trapped by antitank (RPG) fire. Two

factors were cited as rendering the gunner'- position dangerous: (1)
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the inability to quickly escape, and (2) t!.e vulnerability of US tanks

to penetration by antitank weapons.

Nineteen respondents reported serving in tank units where three-man

crews were a common practice. Seven respondents reported no experience

with three-man crews, but all reported knowledge of the practice.

The respondents were asked to list possible reasons for operating

with three crewmen. After examining these responses, several good

reasons were evident why the gunner was often not employed. A list of

the reasons is shown in Table 111-3. A number of respondents pointed

out that caseless ammunition, as used on the M551, is particularly

dangerous to the gunner. Hazards due to explosion of caseless ammuni-

tion may be a greatpr danger than enemy fire alone.

Some of the respondents took exception to the term, "three-man

crew."' They recounted that, in reality, four men were used but not in

the accepted sense. In some instances, a caliber .50 machinegun was

=r)unted to the rear of the turret. The gunner was then positioned on

the back deck and was responsible for the security of the left front and

left side of the tank. This greatly increased available firepower.

Improving Escape and Evacuation Systems.

Comments from respondents indicated that they did not feel techni-

cally qualified to make highly specific recommendations for changes in

tank design. However, they did provide a number of general suggestions.

Escape systems. The respondents were asked if they felt that the

escape system in present tanks could be improved. Approximately half

(16) of the respondents felt escape systems could be designed to make it
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Table iII-3

Reasons For Employing a Three-Man Crew

Tactical and Equipment Conriderations

Due to limited firing ranges, the tank commander was able to
aim and fire from the commander's override.

The mission required mostly area fire, so the tank commander
could fire as well as the gunner.

* If bit, the gunner was the most vulnerable crew member.

The gunner's optics had been removed, so the tank commander
had to fire the main gun.

The gunner was not necessary as most tanks fired anti-personnel,
High Explosive (HEP), or cannister ammunition.

Gunner Protection From Eneny Antitank Fire Considerations

* The gunner was usuall! killed if hit by RPGs.

* At the time there was no tank or antitank threat and we were
losing gunners to RPGs and mines.

" The gunner had difficulty in getting oit if the tank waq hit.

* Tanks attacked by RPGs were usually hit in the vicinity cf the
gunner.

* The deletion of the gunner eliminated the possibility of his
being trapped or killed by concussion from mines.

Persuonnel !hor-tae5s

* Due to a shortage of personnel, this method of operation was
usually done only for short periods of time, a day or so at the
most.
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easier to escape, while 13 felt the present systems could not be im-

proved. Table 111-4 is a list of recommendations which the respondents

felt would improve the effectiveness of present escape systems.

Evacuation systems. Many of the recommendations made for escape

systems also apply to systems intended for the evacuation of wounded or

injured personnel, e.g., size of hatch, unobstructed exiting paths, etc.

The main concern of the respondents seems to be centered on two major

items: (P' increased size of hatches, and (2) provision of rescue

straps for aid in mcving wounded or injured personnel. Table 111-5

lists the recommended improvements for evacuation.

Conclusions and Recommendatio:is

It was apparent from the responses of the group that they felt it

was possible to redesigni tan's, but as a group they lacked the necessary

technical competence to make highly informed recommendations. Tank

designs nave changed little in recent years, e.g., the crew station

locations have remained the same, with few exceptions. As a result,

experience with different configurations is limited. However, operator

opinions concerning improvements in tank design should be presented to

design engineers for consideration.

Interest in improved escape And evacuation systems was evident from

the group's responses, and resulted in a list of what appears to be very

practical recommendations. These recommendations centered around hatch

size and a revised tanker's uniform featuring integral rescue straps.
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Table 111-4

Recommended Improvements for Escape

Mcdification to Hatch(es)

Better designed and fitted driver's escape hatchi. (Many are
wired on and do not fit right. Some drivers have difficulty
in unfreezing the unlocking mechanism.) Change locking
mechanism.

Move driver's hatch so the gun tube does not interfere with
the driver being pulled out or in climbing out.

Fix driver's escape hatch with a safety chain; the loss of
the hatch is bad when encountering iunes.

"* Relocate or redesign driver's escape hatch.

"* Design hatches in the sides of the turret, not on top of the
turret. This would permit crewmen to exit without having to
lift their body weight by their arm strength. It would be
less fatiguing and crewmen could exit quicker. German armor
v'!hicles during WWII were usually designed with side doors on
the turrets.

Restructure present hatch openings; make them larger and more
oblong to conform to shoulder configurations. If body armor
is worn, it makes it difficult to get through hatches.

" Design an escape hatch into the turret wall beside the loader.

Move driver's hatch away from center position to the side,
so the main gun or turret cannot block exiting through theý
driver's hatch.

Modification of Gunner's Crew Station

" Design a gunner's escape hatch in the tank, possibly on the
side of the turret.

Improve gunner's seat to make it easier to get in and out;
either a fold-down or movable gunner's seat.

* Improve egress and exit routes for gunner.

• Redesign gunner's crew station completely.

* Design arid locate hand-holds above and behind gunner to aid in
getting out.

cont 'd
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Table 111-4 (cont'd)

Modification of Clothing and Personal Ecuipment

Better designed tanker's uniform that will not catch on pro-
jections. Present field gear hangs when trying to lift
oneself through the hatches.

Recommend that armor crewmen wear less equipment to avoid
catching it, e.g., holsters, pistol belts, etc.

Miscellaneous Recommendations

Eliminate the present commander's cupola (M60 series of tanks)
as it hinders escape and evacuation.

Develop a comprehensive escape trairing program.

Add a self-generating smoke screen device or smoke grenade
launchers to screen personnel when escaping.

Design a step (foot- or toe-hold) assist to aid crewmen in
getting out.

Design entry and exit hatches to the turret compartment so
crewmen would not have to climb on top of the turret.,

Improve access from the turret to the driver's escape hatch.

"Design self-sealing or self-contained compartments for fuel
and ammunition.*

Improve the "flash point" of the hydraulic fluid so it does
not create a fire hazard, or replace It with some other,
safer, fluid.

Examine seating arrangements for all crew members to ensure
the most efficient organization and design.

*Authors' note: This is being done on the XM-].
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Table ill-5

Recommended Improvements for Evacuation

Design hatches to conform more to the shape of an individual's
shoulders (bigger and more oblong in shape).

"* Design tanker's uniform which has built-in rescue straps,
like the German uniform. A rescue strap should be mounted
on the back at shoulder height.

Design an evacuation harness which could be attached to a
wounded or unconscious crew member to aid in moving and
lifting him out of the tank.

Design a separate tanker harness which is worn by the crew-
man or design a harness into a tanker's uniform.

Develop a way to hoist the gunner and driver from their
seats.

Reduce number of sharp projections in the tank. This would
reduce injuries and hanging or snagging of clothes and
equipment.
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SUMMIARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Training in either escape or evacuation does not appear to have a

high priority with the Army. Evidence for this lack of concern is

apparent considering the time the respondents served in armor and the

very few hours devoted to training in escape or evacuation.

Respondents were slightly taller and tended to weigh more than 1966

averages for armor crewmen. Trends in anthropometric data over the

years indicate that our population is getting taller and heavier. If

this trend continues, and if armored vehicles continue to provide less

internal work space, then crew selection, based on height, weight, and

girth, may be the only way to resolve the problem caused by larger

crewmen operating in confined spaces.

The majority of the respondents felt their chances of surviving a

hit would be less than 50 percent, although they did feel that they

could escape quickly through the current tank hatches. Most of them

also felt that escape from the gunner' s position was the most difficult,

followed in difficulty by the driver's position.

Most of the respondents rated the quality of the escape systems on

our current tanks as f air to very good. Ratings on the M60A2 were

sparse~and varied, as few of the respondents had experience with it.

A variety of operational reasons were cited for operating with a

three-man crew. These seemed to be the result of sound judgment in view

of the tactical situation. prevailing in Vietnam.

Followup research~on the effects of the hazard posed by caseless

ammunition on crew anxiety might prove revealing. There is a possibility

that concern with the safety of this ammunition may have affected crews
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more than the existing enemy threat. This concern was revealed in

conversations with some of the respondents.

The need to examine the various alternatives and develop different

escape system concepts was clearly indicated by the respondents. Our

current tanks, when combat loaded, greatly restrict and inhibit the

quick escape and evacuation of armor crewmen. The best aeproaches to

remedy this situation are not clear at this time, and further study is

definitely indicated.

Following are some of the more relevant recommendations gleaned

from the responses and comments.

A realistic and comprehensive training program in escape and
evacuation should be developed.

Training time for both should be substantially increased and
made a continuing part of armor training. Training in evacu-,
ation of wounded should include some basic emergency medical
skills beyond those taught in basic combat training.

The driver's escape hatch should be better engineered, es-
pecially the opening and locking mechanism. Thought should be
given to designing the hatch so it can be opened from the
outside so personnel can enter the tank to help if it has
overturned. An anti-intrusion alert device should be in-
stalled on this hatch so the enemy cannot enter the tank
during silent-watch and other similar circumstances.

ExiLing the tank under special cir,1,1-stance5, a ii s -
water fording, or under NBC condition3, -houlI be invos,
gated, as these situations may require changes in the escape
system design.

If possible, the crew stations should be redesigned to provide
the gunner with a separate hatch, or at least, to provide the
gunner with a more unobstructed route of exiting the tank.

Tank crewmen should be provided with either sepcrate 'harnesses
or have rescue handles built into a tanier's uniform. Most
tankers favor the fabrication kf a tanker's uniform with
built-in rescue straps, like the German tanker's uniform.
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• ,. APPENDIX A

TANK CREW ESCAPE AND EVACUATION QUESTIONNlAIRE

SECTION I

1. Date:
(Day) (Month) (Year)

2. Nane:

(Last) (Firsr) (MI)

3. Rank:

4. Age:

5. a) Height
(Feet) (Inches)

b) Weight
(Pounds)

c) Size of body Crame (use your shirt size)

Small

Medium

Large

Extra Large

6. Time in Army:

(Years) (Months)

7. Time in Armor:
(Years) (Months)

8. Present Military Unit:

9. What is your current job title?

10. Length of time in your present job:
(Years) (Months)

11. What is your Iresent MOS?

What is its job title?
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12. Are you currently serving as a member of a tank crew?

Yes

No

Check the tank on which you are currently serving, or with which

you are most familiar:

M60 or M60AI

M6OAI (AOS) Stabilization

M60A2

M60A3

M551

,48A5

Other (Specify the tank model)

"13. Name each type of tank in which you have crewed and check the

name(s) ol each crew position you worked in for that tank:

Tank Type Crew Positions

TC DRV GNR T.DR

TC DRV GNR LDP

TC DRV CNR LDR

TC DRV GNR LDR

14. Have you ever served in tanks during comhat?

Yes

No
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a) If Yes, indicate where you served in tanks:

Vietnam

Korea

World War II

Other (Please Specify)

b) List the tank(s) you served on in combat and name the crew

position(s) you held at the time:

Tank Cr:ew Position(s)

2)
Tank Crew Position(s)

/

3)
Tank Crew Position(s)

4)
Tank Crew Position(s)

5)
Tank Crew Position(s)

15. Have you received practical training in removing injured personnel

from tanks?

Yes

No

If Yes:

a) When was the training conducted?

b) Who conducted the training?

c) How many hours of training did you receive?

d) How man:y total hours of training have you received in

removing injured personnel since being in armor?

e) When was the training conducted?
(Year) (Month)
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16. Have you received practical training in escaping from a tank?

Yes

No

If Yes:

a) When was. the training conducted?

b) Who conducted the training?

c) How many hours of training did you receive?

d) How many total hours of training in escape have you received

since being in armor?

e) When was the training conducted?

(Year) (Month)

f) Have you received training in escaping through the driver's

escape hatch?

Yes

No ___

17. What should be done about the amount of training on oscaping from

a tank that is given to tank crews? (Check one)

Increase the amount of escape training

Reduce the amount of escape tr:iining

Do not change the amount of escape training

18. What should be done about the amount of' training given to tank crew,-

on removing injured crewmen from a tank? (Check one)

Increase the amount of training

Reduce the amou, t of training

Do not change the amount of training
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19. a) If your tank was hit and you had to escape from it, what do you

feel your chances would be of getting out? (Check one)

No chance at all

Wouldn't be too good

Would be about average

Would be fairly good

Would be excellent

b) Estimate your chances of getting out as a percentage:

20. For each of the following categories of "hit" on your tank, please

estimate the chances of survival (enter it as a percentage) of each

crew member:

Crew Member
Hit TC DRV GNR LDR

AP, Hull-Rear %_% % %

AP, Hull-Center %_% % %

AP, Hull-Forward %___% %

AP, Turret %_% _ %

HEAT, Hull-Rear %_% % %

HEAT, Hull-Center % % _ _

HEAT, Hull-Forward _ _% % _

HEAT, Turret % % %__

21. If you had to escape quickly from your tank during an emergency, do

you feel that you could get out quickly enough through one of its

present tank hatches?

Yes

No 111-38



22. How difficult do you think it is to escape from each of the tank

crew positions?

"TC GNR LDR DRV

Extremely difficult

Fairly difficult

Difficult

Somewhat difficult

No difficulty

23. Should there be an escape hatch especially iocated for the use e i

*the gunner? (11'1TE: On the M60A2 tank the gunner does have his

own hatch.)

Yes

N o

24. Should there be a driver's escape hatch on our tanks? (NOTE: This

is the hatch Tn the bottom of the tank.)

Yes

No

25. Rate the size of the pre;,,nt hatch o-jenings. If v,',u wrt

enough about the different tanks or vorious patches, place a -hvck

in the "No experience" column.

M60/M6OAI Tank

TG LDR DRV DRV Escape

The right size

Too small

Too large

No experience
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"TC GNR LDR DRV DRV Escape

The right size

Too small

Too large

No experience

M551 Sheridan

TC LDR DRV DRV Escape

The right size

Too small

Too large - -

No experience

26. Do you feel that you could escape quickly from the tank through the

driver's escape hatch in the bottom of the tank?

Yes

No

27. Have you received training in evacuating wounded personnel by

bri-ging them up through the driver's escape hatch?

Yes

No

28. Rate the quality of the escape systems of the following types of

tanks. If you are not familiar with a particular type, pl- a check

in the "No experience" column.
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M6OAl M60A2 M551

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

No Experience

29. Which of the following threats to a tanker's survival do you most

fear? Enter a #1 beside it and rate as many of the others as you

can by entering a "2," "3,", "4," etc., beside them. If there are

any other items, rank them in the space labeled "Other" and assign

them a number.

Trapped by fire

Napalm

Artillery

Aerial bombs or rockets

Antitank missiles

Enemy tanks

Antitank guns

Antitank mines

Tank ammunition exploding

Turning over

Other (please specify)
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30. During the Vietnam War there were reports that tanks were operated

with three-man crews. The gunner was dropped out and the tank

commander fired the main gun from the TC's position.

a) Have you ever been in a tank unit where this practice was

followed?

Yes __

No __

b) Have you ever heard any mention of this practice being followed

by tank units in Vietnam?

Yes__

No __

c) If Yes to either of the above two questions, state the reasons

you know of for operating with three crewmen:

31. Do you feel that the escape system on your present tank could be

improved to make it easier to escape?

Yes__

No __

If Yes, what improvements would you make?
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32. Have you had to escape from a tank during:

Training Combat

Yes Yes

No No

33. Have you had to evacuate a wounded or Injured crew member from a

tank during:

Training Combat

Yes Yes

No No

NOTE: If you answered Yes to efther question 32 or 33, please complete
Section It of this questionnaire.

If you answered No to both questions, turn in Section I1 to the
interviewer.

THIS COMPLETES THE ESCAPE AND EVACUATIOM QUESTIONNAIRE
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SECTION 11

PERSONAL EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

A. Escape in Combat

1. In what war did you participate? (Check one)

Vietnam

Korea

World War II _

Other (Please Specify)

2. List the type of tank(s) you escaped from:

3. How many times did you have to escape from your tank? _____

4. Check what crew position(s) you held each time you had to escape:

Tank Commander

Gunner

Loader

Driver
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5. Through which of the tank hatch(es) did you escape?

Tank Cotmmander__

Loader __

Driver (Top) __

Driver's Escape Hatch __

6. Check the reason(s) you had to escape:

Tank hit by tank or antitank weapon-

Tank caught on fire

Tank hit a mine.__

Driving accident

Other (Please Specify)

B. Escape in Training

1. List the type of tank(s) you escaped from-

2. How many times did you have to escape from your tank? _____
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3. Check the crew position(s) you held each time you had to escape:

Tank Commander

Gunner

Loader __

Driver

4. Through which of the tank hatch(es) did yo-i escape?

Tank Commander

Gunner __

Gunner's Hatch (M60A2)

Loader

Driver

Driver's Escape Hatch

5. Check the reason(s) you had to escape:

Tank caught on fire ___

Driving accident

Other (Ple.:•- >.ecify)

6. What design features woutd you recommend be added, changed, or

eliminated that would make it easier to escape from a tank?

a) Features you would add:
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"C. Evacuation of Wounded or injured Crew Members in Combat

Ho. w many times have you participated in evacuating woundel or

injured personnel in cormbat?

2. Check the wounded crew member's position, the hatch thrDugh which

the crew member was evacuated, and state the cause of th'e wound or

injury each time you performed evacuation:

Crew
Position Hatch Causeof Wound or Inur

a) TC _ TC

GNR LDR

LDR DRV

DRV IRV Escape

GNR (M60A2)

b) TC _- TC

GSR LDR

LDR 
DRV 

A

DRY Esýcape

GNR (M60A2)

c) TC TC

G14R I, DR ..

LDR DRV

DRV DRV Escape

GNR (MO6A2)
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3. What design features would you recommend be added, changed, or

eliminated that would make it easier to evacuate wounded or

injured persornel?

a) Features you would add

b) Features you would change

c) Features you would eliminate
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CHAPTER IV

CLOSED-HATCH TARGET ACQUISITION

B__d.Iround -:id Military Problem

It is common knowledge that armor crewmen occasionally experience

some form of disorientation to the external environment. The gunner and

the loader are the most vulnerable, as they have the least contact with

th- world outside the tank. This is especially true during movement

and/or when the turret is being rapidly traversed from one target loca-

tion to another. However, all crew members appear to be subject to

disorientation when operating in the closed-hatch (buttoned up) mode.

This has been attributed, at least In part, to the drastic reduction in

the Field of View (FOV) through the vision blocks, and/or the magnifi-

cation and shallow depth of field of the optical sights. Some studies

have suggested that optics with wider FOVs would yield quicker response

times in target detection and engagement. These studies further sug-,

gested that an ideal system should incorporate a stabilized low power

unit for performing surveillance. A higher magnification unit wiuld be

employed for detecting concealed targets and recognizing distr-- targets.

The optics should be designed so that the Tank Commander (TC) .- uld

shift from one to the other without losing his orientation to the ter-

rain. Current US armored vehicle optics have no such dual capabilities.

]The material discussed in the remainder of this section has been ab-
stracted from W. L. Warnick, et al., ,uz" . ' ,b',,•J ,

ART Research Problem Reviow 76-13, Human Resources Research
Organization,. and Army Pcsearch institute, October 1976; from R. C. Barre.,

et al., .' ', TCATA Test Report No. FM 327,
Final Report (22 hepter•!,ýor - 24 October 1975), Headquarters, 1RADOC Com-
bined Arms Test Activi.tv, Fort Hoofd, Tex;is, 8 September 1976; and from
interviews with test yff cees from the TCATA study.
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In attempts to overcome restrictions in the FOV during the TCATA

closed-hatch test, some TCs operated with the cupolas rotated 900 or

more to the rear. When the cupola is oriented directly to the front,

the machinegun mounted on the cupola creates a visual obstruction.

Under this condition, the TC must use the unity window of the command-

er's periscope for frontal vision. Even with the cupola rotated to the

rear, it was found that target detection was degraded with the hatches

closed. The amount of degradation in target acquisition performance

with closed hatches depended on the type of mission. However, degra-

dation was estimated as being from 8 to 25 percent during daylight and

from 8 to 46 percent during darkness.

During interviews, commanders also reported that theybecame dis-

oriented while traversing. 'This was most frequent following target

detection (i.e., original discovery of the presence of a target object)

while attempting acquisition (i.e., laying the reticle of the gunsight

on the target). This was attributed to blurring of vision or loss of

FOV while viewing the surrounding terrain through the vision blocks of

the rapidly rotating turret This disorientation frequently resulted in

difficulties in accurately positioning the turret. Consequently, it was

necessary for the TC to provide corrective control actions in order to

lay on the target. In such cases, time was lost in acquiring the

target. As a consequence, some TCs lowered their slew rates (rate of

turret traverse) during acquisition to avoid losing sight of the target

and thereby achieve a quicker lay. However, the lowered slew rate also

tended to increase acquisition times above those observed in the open-

hatch mode.
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It is virtually certain that US forces will have to operate with

cls,d hatches for considerable periods of time in any future war.

therefore, it seemed appropriate to determine the optimum slew rate in

order t3 minimize degradation of target acquisition performince in the

closed-hatch mode. To this end, a small-scale study was planned.

Study I: A Comparison of Tank Commander Target Acquisition Performance
While Using Controlled and Uncontrolled Turret Slew Rates

Objective

The primary objective of this study was to compare target acquisi-

tion times by the TC under closed- and open-hatch conditions using

controlled and uncontrolled turret traversing speeds. A secondary

objective was to determine if different cupola positions affe-cted target

acquisition times under closed- and open-hatch conditions. In order to

keep the research problem within manageable bounds, this study dealt

only with target acquisition while the tank and targets 'iere stationary.

Furthermore, the targets were easily identifiable and fully exposed so

as not to confound target acquisition times witu target letection and

recognition.

Methods and Procedures

Subjects. Subjects were five TCs troom the l1t ('avalry Di)L ioi ,

Fort Hood, Texas. Their average experience as a commander was 10 months.

Average time in the Army was 4.5 years. The TCs ranged in go tro, 21

to 29 years. Three of the TCs wore glasses all the time, wh:ie tb

"remaining two did not wear glasses.

A larger pool of subjects would have been desirable, but bec;iu-,e of

other heavy commim-nts, the Division was only ahle to provide five 'lCS.
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Test design. At the outset, only hypotheses were available con-

cerning the optimum slew rate. As a result, an arbitrary decision was

made to first try a controlled slew rate approximately 25 percent slower

than the maximum. Also, two cupola positions were chosen. In the

forward position, the TC's frontal view is maximally obstructed. In the

rear position, the frontal view is minimally obstructed.

The conditions employed are shown below:,

Controlled Rate Maximum Rate
Cupola forward/closed hatch Cupola forward/closed hatch
Cupola rear/ losed hatch Cupola rear/closed hatch

Cupola forward/open' hatch

The cupola forward/open hatch condition was included to obtain a

baseline against which to evaluate the other conditions. This condition

is the one most frequently employed and practiced by TCs.

The order of presentation of. 'the five conditions was randomized and

target sequence of presentation was balanced, as best as was possible

with the small number of subjects and the limited tii.e they would be

available (see Appendix A).

Slew rate control. A device normally employed by turret mechanics

to test and adjust the elevating and traversing movements of the TC's

control (override) assembly was employed to control slew rate. This

devicd-, called a "commander's fixture control," was fabricated locally,
0

according to specifications in a Technical Manual.- The device is

2TM 9-2300-378-35/2. Pireoct Support, Genecra7 Su1qort, and Depot Mdante-

ncmoc ManuaZ for Tank, Combat,,. Fu1-Tr4a•-: 01.-.M Gur, M6OAI WI/E
(2.3O0-9.6-84.9ý'), Tank, Coribat, FuZTa 1: l-AZ! un M60O W/E (2350-
678-65773), -ank, Combat, 1ul-Traoke.i: 90-V4 (1n, M48A3 WIE (2350-595-
S914), Tank-, Combat, m%: 7-':mkoZ: 90-t4 Gun, M41A.C (2350-679-4R12),
Tank, Coibat, FuiZ-Tra,-kod: 9fl-ý'! (Cun, M4.L'1 (2M0-<4-6-7560), and Vehi&ce,
Combat Fn"0,nc(1r, Full-q'rj'.: M'C• W/F ('9- '&I- . 2797) Gun Flevating and
Turret Trnivirsinqi ,teme, HQ, Department of the Army, Washington, D.C.,
24 January 1968.
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designed with adjustable stops to limit the possible range of movement

So the override handle, thus effectively controlling the maximum n:a-

verse rat( the commander can employ.

Under normal operating conditions the turret is capable of making

one complete rotation every 15 seconds. An attempt was made to set the

maximum rotation rate at 19 seconds with the fixture control device.

However, it was not possible to set the rate with complete acc'Lracy.

Therefore, the rates employed actually varied from 18 to 20 seconds.

Test site configuration. Four targets were used. Two target, 9ere

large boresighting panels, and the remair*iig two were niarmade towers. A

panel was also used as a "zero" reference. Target ranges varied from

800 to 1000 meters. The targets were located in a fan or arc in front

of the tank. Two targets were located to the right of the zero panel

and two targets to the left. The angle between the extreme left target

and right hand target was approximately 103 degrees (1823 mils).

The tank was positioned and the main gun aligned on the cerLtr of

'he zero panel oud the azimuth Lndicator was set on 0. The two targets

positioned nearest the ztro point were located 33 degrees (m>10 rils)

right and 28 degrees (4971 mils) left of t1- zero par-.l. 'I..o . ! -t

targets were located 57 degree, (2187 mils) right awl ,degrees (81F,

mils) left of the zero panel.

The tank was parked on flat open ground with a clear FOV. 'the

terrain was gentl y rolling with modium height grunt c,..er and patchte-

of dense woods. The target range is sho'wn in Figure IV-i. All t ,tretr

were large enoupgh to r'ender them extremely cuinspictuos. See Ap peidix

for order of tank and targct condit ions.
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Procedures. The data were gathered over a 3.5 day period. The

first day was devoted to the fiual selection of a tank posilion, deter-

mining the target range, and rehearsing the procedures. The tank

position was clearly marked and the tanK was reposit i.)ned in the same

location every day. Ranges and azimuth to targets were also re-verified

each day.

The TC of the test vehicle acted as the tank gunner and 4ssisted

the experimenter in conducting the target acquisition trials. The TC

-at in the gunner's seit and was responsible for verifying that the

suihject had acquired the correct target and also verified that the

subject nad iaid the main gun reticle in the ranpefinder on t le approxi-

mate center of the targe-s. The experimentzr sat in the loader's seat

and timed each acquisiticn trial psing a hr!ndheld stopwitch.

Prior to starting, each subject was f.LIly briefed on the purpose of

the study and the procedures thev were to follow. Any questionq wee

answered at thi• trmo . Subore s were Instructed to adinst 'he ,'mininhr's

foot platform and 4eat to a comfortable posit ien, and also tc, adiu. thr,

rangefinder optics to their own eyes. The turret wis then traversed s,

the -ubject could oositively identify each .itice, inclidir- 'he zero

panel. After the subject verified that he knew the location and idrn-,

tification of each target, he received a numher of pr.t.ctie trial,. to

let him get the feel of the power controls. Subjects usually required

no more than two or three practice trials before starting their target

acquisition trials.
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Resul ts

The data obtained were examined by Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)

techniques. Table IV-l presents the ANOVA table comparing the five

conditions (i.e., closed hatch/controlled rate/cupola forward, closed/

hatch controlled rate/cupola rear, closed hatch/maximum rate of cupola

forward, closed hatch/maximum rate/cupola rear, and open hatch/maximum

rate/cupola forward). As can be seen, the difference between the con-

ditions is not significant. Therefore, the analysis indicates that

there were no reliable differences in acquisition times, regardless of

slew rate, cupold position, or position of the hatch.

Table IV-I

Analysis of the Experimental Conditions

Source SS df MS F P

Between Subjects 123.6 4

Within Subjects 311.2 20

Conditions 55.1 4 13.8 0.9 NS

Residual 256.1 16 16.0

TOTAL. 434.8 24

A number of other analyses were also conducted. For example, times

to acquire the two inner targets were compared to the times to acquire

the outer targets. However, none of these comparisons revealed a signi-

ficant difference between treatments,' so the analysis will not be presented.

Figure IV-2 presents data on learning during the experiment. The

mean time shown for Trial 1 is based on the times obtained for each
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subject during the first series of trials, regardless of condition.

That is, each of the five conditions is represented with four trials

each. The same is true for Trials 2 through 5. It appears that learn-

ing occurred with practice. However, an ANOVA comparing the first two

series with the last two series did not result in a significant F ratio.

Therefore, it cannot be concluded that the observed trend is reliable.

Concl us ionls

Although no significant results were obtained in the preliminary

study, it served to generate several hypotheses for a second study.

First of all, it was hypothesized that more practice in using the turict

control would lead to greater stability in the results. .This hypothesis

was partly based on the data shown in Figure IV-2, anc! partly on post-

test interviews with the subjects. The subjects reported that they were

"Just getting organized" in their techniques for acquiring targets when

their participation was concluded. Therefore, it was hyp~othesized that

differences between the experimental -conditions night have emerged if

participants had been allowed to reach their peak in performance in each

condition prior to testing.

A second hypothesis concerned the use of an "aiming reference."

Subjects reported that they,'had learned to use a reference point in

slewing to a target with the hatch closed. It is virtually universal in

the open-hatch mode to use the main gun barrel as a reference. However,

with hatches closed, they chose some other aiming reference such as a

nut or bolt on the outside of the turret to help them align the turret
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with the target. This was because when the hatch is closed, it is

difficult to judge the actual alignment of the gun barrel with the

target. Therefore, it was hypothesized that an easy--to-use aiming

reforence would aid in acquiring targets in the cloged-hatch mude.

The TCs also reported no disorientation when traversing the turret

7 at the maximum rate. They felt that the use of an aiming reference

provided quicker target acquisition. They also felt that the disorien-

tation reported during the TCATA test was due to lack of practice in the

closed-hatch mode. Therefore, It was tentatively concluded that slow -g

the traverse rate was not necessary.

Based on these hypotheses, a second study was planned for a time

when both personnel and an operable M6OAI tank would be available for a

longer series of trials. This study is described in the next section.

Study II: Use of an Aiminq Reference by the Tank Commander in
Target Acquisition in the Closed-Hatch Mode

Background and Military Problem

The design of this second study was based on:

1. The indication',. that TC(; in Study I needed mor. ir,•i(

in target acquisition to prevent performance times from ', 'ig co,,f( ,

by learning effects.

2. Indications from Study I that slowing the slew rate was

not necessary.

3. Personal observations and TC comments during Stud- I on

the use of some internal reference mark within the cupola or an external

reference mark on the outside surface of the tank as an aid in aligning

the turret and main gun onto a target.
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The reference system used v&ried among TCs, but was Ls;-iAy a "nut"

or a sharp projection. However, any easily recognizable fecý,-re could

serve as a usable sighting reference. The TC would traverse ti e turret

towards the target and then visually align the reference mark on the

target. This ensured that the gun tube was aligned closely in azimuth

to the target or target area. Then the TC would look through his range-

finder, and either elevate or depress the main gun until on target. The

use of the aiming reference was believed by the TCs to reduce the number

and degree of small horiiontal tracking movements (jockeying) required

to align the main gun on the target in azimuth.

The notion behind an aiming reference is not new. Many years ago,

tanks were equipped with "vane" sights. This was a metal projection

welded to the top of the turret in front of the commander's hatch. The

vane sight was used by commanders to initially 'lay the main gun in the

vicinity of the target. The use of the vane sight supposedly reduced

search time for the gunner and allowed him more time to make a "fine"

lay on the target. The vane sight is no longer incorporated on our

current tanks. The M46 tank, which was used in Korea, is believed to be

the last tank with a vane sight. The reasons for eliminating the vane

sight are not known. The TCs felt that an adaptation of this concept

would be helpful while firing in the closed-hatch mode.

Objective

The primary objective of this study was to determine, under closed-

hatch conditi.)ns If the use of an aiming reference system would improve

target acquisition times. Two ancillary objectives were: (1) to deter-

mine more precisely how many acquisition learning t-rials are required to
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stabilize performance, and (2) to determine if cupola position affects

target acquisition performance.

In order to keep the research problem within manageable bounds,

this study dealt only with target acquisition while thb' - - and targets

were stationary. Furthermore,'the targets were easily identifirble and

fully exposed so as not to c.onfound target acquisition times with target

detection and recognition.

Methods and Procedures

Subjects. Seven TCs from the 1st Cavalry Division, Fort Hood,

served as subjects. One was an E6, five were E5s, and one was an E4.

Average experience as a TC was approximately five months. All were

serving as TCs at the time this investigation was conducted.

A larger number of subjects would have been desirable, but becausp

of other heavy commitments, the Division was able to provide only seven.

Test design. Table IV-2 depicts tho test conditions that were

used. Each subject completed 60 target acquisition trials with and (,O

without the aiming reference for a total of INO trials over the ent7:,

study. Under each aiming reference condition, the suhbio"- comploedr

training trials followed by 12 test trials. A trizil I ,hofincd a,, the

time taken to slew the turret from the zero point 1id place t ie 'roes-

hair of the rangefinder on the approximate center of mas- teb

appropriate target. Two different sets of four targets t,:,h werp eri-

ployed for training and testing. This was done to ensure that the

subjects had learned general procedures or techniques rathor than simply

learning how best to acquire one specific set of targets. The test set
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Table IV-2

Test Conditions

Without Aiming Reference With Aiming Reference

Training Targets 
Training Targets

Cupola forward/closed hatch

cupola forward/closed hatch 
(16 trials)

(16 trials) C 1 l r ea l s e

Cupola rear/closed hatch

Cupola rear/closed hatch 
(16 trials)

(16 trials)

Cupola hatch Cupola forward/open hatch

Cuoaforward/copen ac (16 trials)

(16 trials)

TOTAL48 tialsTOTAL 48 trials

Test Targets
Test Targets

Cupola forward/closed hatch (4ol torials) osdhac

S(4 trials) 
( ras

Cupola rear/closed hatch Cupola rear/closed hatch
(4 trials) (4 trials)

cupola forward/open hatch Cupola forward/open, hatch

(4 trials) 
(4 trials)

TOTAL 12 trials TOTAL 12 trials
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of targets was selected to approximate the training set in terms of

Elgles and ranges. Insofar as possible the order of prescntattion of

botn conditions and targets was counterbalanced across- -i'

Appendix B).

Pirniinu, r. rence. The aiming refterence colnsinrod ý?f tweL' 1-8inca

wide strips of adhesive tape. One of thcse wis attache(! vrical'A; tv

the outside of the viewing window, bisecting it. The TC then Iai,! the

crosshair in the rangefinde~r on the center of one of the targets.

F,.dlowing this, he placed the second strip of tape on the, insidp of the

window so the Inner and ou~ter strips w~ere aligned with th. target.

Final ly, he assumed his norwil operatinq posit ion rand c-hecked th:at, whenl

.coincident, the two marks bise ted the target. If not, tLe inner strip

was adjdsted. The TCs found that alignment was, easier ii onlev one eye

was used. They also rep~orted usirg only one eye v~hen actually acqinirinR

targets with the aid of the aiming, reference. The aimling rvefernc? WaIs

attached to thE- lnity winilow of.,the commander's ;ight wh.:n thcy cv

was in the forward position, and to ti-e renter viciot' block when ihe

cupola was in the roar peit-ion.

Test site confiquration. The tes-t ite, wL,-s ,on! ig> I,! ý

same as In Study 1. Hiowev:er , two sets of f ur target s ku'no r t Ti:ii ne

and one for t, tiny,) were employed. The test vehicle wos; placed onl a

small hill which overlooked the surrounding area. All taces ere

either manmade or easqily identifiable natural. terrain fTi re,

layout of the target arrays is shown in Figure IV-3.

Procedures. The procedures employed wore essentially the sane-ias

those uised in Study I. Commanders were first briefed on the target

locations. Upon entering the tank, each TC was told to adjtist the seat,
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TARGET ARRAYS
TRAINING TARGETS

TARGET 1 TARGET 2 TARGET 3 TARGET 4
BORESIGHT PANEL BORESIGHT PANEL LARGE DEAD TREE RANGE BUILDING

BUJNKER

FIRING FAN =61' (1,085.8MILS) TARGET DEGREES FROM ZERO
TK TARGET I = 280L TARGET 3 = 19'R

TARGET 2 = 171L TARGET 4 = 33'R

TARGET 1 TEST TARGETS
LARGE GROVE OF TREES

TARGET 2 TARGET 3 TARGET 4
RANGE BUILDING RADIO TOWER RANGE BUILDING

N

FIRING FAN - 560 (996.8 MILS) TARGET DEGREES FROM ZERO
TK TARGET 1 = 29'L TARGET 3 z 14ýR

TARGET 2 = 160L TARGET 4 z 27°R

FIG IV-3. Test site configuration. Study II.
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foot platform, rangefinder distance ;ettings, etc., and make any other

tdjustments he would normally make in his own tank. The milit'iry assis-

taint, seated in the gunner's seat, then moved the turret and aligned the

ý,-,ner's sight on the zero panel. The commander !,~rifted that the gun

laying reticle in the rangefinder coincided with the viinner's aimning

point. The experimenter verified thr roericl setrinp-;. The as:;'st'iit

tnen traversed the turret and laiA on each of the four ' traiel'ini tar-

getU;.

The TC was then instructeu to traverse the tiirrot and lay on tcich

tar'get with the hatch open and then %,ith 'lie hatch closed. Each TV was

given the chance to obhiervo and p)ractice layiniz on all 1, rgcts to mini-

mize misid(-ntification. This procedure was toilowci! onh time the

cupola position was changed. The same procedure was followed for the

"Itest" targets.

During both trainingý andI te-t lug, commanders were t-`d to alfirn

their sightinug ret icl Is- near c(111'0 O af as oojI a, 1,

tar~get or target rea. The mi litItrv assi "t~,lo Who waIs a tIxnk COT-.

marider, ventf (ed that oach csmdor I id laid1 on the coi lct tar ,(L .

was aligno on ti,- approyimato , t ~ Ir'amass,.

Targets I-or tich trial woi ra, b\ ti' in : Pe1

calle~d a number which des ignaced earh rr'

Two subjects were run per day -- one In the morning and ono in the

afternoon. Each TC took approximately two hours to finish the 120)

target acquisition trials, Including practice and inaftallation o re-

moval of the aiming reference. TimIng wasý accomplished by the 'su (if ;t

handheld stopwatch. The timc for each crial wais rounoded to the, nenrest

whole second.
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Results

Table IV-3 gives the means and standard deviations for all of the

test conditions and all of the targets. Inspection of the tabled values

will reveal a remarkable similarity between the mean acquisiticn times

for all of the conditions. The range is only from 5.5 seconds to 7.0

seconds. The standard deviations for these means show a similar lack of

variability between conditions.

Appendix C graphically presents acquisition times for the various

targets with and without an aiming reference. The reader is directed to

these figitces if he/she has any special interest, but it should be noted

that the actual differences between the bars is very small.

Appendix D shows the frequency distribution of times, both with and

without the aiming reference. These distributions are mainly noteworthy

for their negative skewness. This is typical of latency type measures.

Figure IV-4 displays learning curves for various conditions over

four blocks of trial-. Each curve presents the composite performance of

the seven subjects. It is interesting to note that in the majority of

the conditions, performance continues to improve with practice, even

over 112 trials. This indicates that the task of accurately controlling

turret movement is very difficult and that considerable practice would

be required before a plateau in learning would be reached. Thi s qiffi-

culty in learning is most likely due to the considerable lag and non-

linearity between control movement and system response.

Analysis of variance. The data from the study were then subjected

to an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The design of the study permitted

the use of a five-fas•or factorial ANOVA (aiming reference x training
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TABLE IV-3

Acquisition Times in Seconds for All Conditions and Targets

Conditions N x SD

All conditions with and without aiming reference 840 (.1 2.19

All conditions with aiming reference 420 6.2 2.48

All conditions without aiming reietence 420 6.1 1.87

Training & test with aim.ing reference
Cupola forward/closed hatch 140 6.5 1.64
Cupola rear/closed hatch 140 5.5 3.46
Cupola forward/open hatch 1'40 6.5 1. 76

Training & test without aiming refcrehce
Cupola forward/closed hatch 14[, 6.3 ".09
Cupola rear/clesed hatch 140 5.5 1.51
"Cupola forwardlp. i natch 140 6.4 1.82

With aiming reference (trainiieg targerts

Cupola forward/closed hatch 112 6.3 1.18
Cupola rear/closed hatch 112 6.3 200
Cupola forward/opei- !at,-h 112 6.6 1. s;

With aiming reference (test targets)
Cupola forward!l,,osed hatO) 28 7.4 2.70
Cupola r..ar/• losod hatch 28 6.0 1.41
Cupola forward,/op-,n hatch 08 6.1 1.4,

Without aiming refereiice (training tarc" Is)
Cupola forward/Io,,o'd hatci 11W 6.3 2.'KI
Cupola rear/clOSd 1a' 1, 112 5.5
Cupola forward/opeo . 112 6.4 1 '9

Witthout aiming rcference (test targets)
Cup,'-la Iorward!, 1o,,( u hatch 28 6. 1 ,
Cupola rear/c'osed hatch 4 .7 1
Cupola forward/open hatch 28 6.6 1.51

NO'IE: Each su~bject performned a total of 120 target acquisition engagements;
thus, each mean Is hased on measurements of acquisition time.
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Traininq Targets
WiithWAiiTn e nce

7.0 Condition: Cupola Forward/Closed Hatch

Block of Trwias* *4 blocks of 28 tria~ls per block

:,: Condition: Cupola Rear/Closed Hatch

6.0

5.5.

Bloc of 3 4l *4 blocks~of 28 trials per block

75Condition: Cupola Forward/open Hatch

0 7.0

6.0

Bo o 3r4 "4 blocks of 28 trials per block

Block of lrials*'
FCG. IV-4. MCan time to lay on target (cont'd)
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FI'G. IV-4 (cont'd)

Triailni~n Tarqetsýý
t. erence

Condition: Cupola'Forward/Closed Hatch

Yi 6.0o

1 2 3 4 * lcso 8til e lc

bflock of Trials* 4b~k f2 til e lc

60Condition'. cupola Rear/Closed Hatch

7.4

1 2 3 4 ~*4 bloc~ks of 28 trials per bO7

Block. of Trials*
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condition x cupola position x target x subjects). Trials were not

included as an experimental factor because different numbers of trials

were performed under training arvi test conditions. Each subject re-

ceived a score for each treatment condition that was a mean of the

trials he had received under that condition This is a particularly

powerful form of ANOVA which, however, is very cumbersome to compute.

The 'analysis allows testing of all main effects and all interactions

and, as it is generally computed, offers a separate error term for each

comparison. However, for the present case, it was decided not to pre-

sent any of the interactions of a higher •O.r than the three-way. This

decision was based on the observation that :1 .e four-way interaction was

not significant, and of little experimentai interest. Therefore, the

four-way interaction was pooled with the error terms for all other

factors and interactions, yielding a single error term with 294 degrees

of freedom.

The results of the ANOVA are presented as Table IV-4. A brief

survey of the tabled F values will reveal that none of them approaches

significance. Thus, the null hypothesis of no difference between the

experimental conditions cannot be rejected.

CONCLUSIONS

Although this investigation was concerned only with the acquisition

of stationary targets from a stationary tank, the results are quite

heartening. No degradation was observed in target acquisition perfor-

mance in the closed-hatch mode. Furthermore, the modal time of five

seconds indicates that a first round could usually be fired within six

or seven seconds, even in the closed-hatch mode. This result was sur-
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Table IV-4

Analysis of Variance Results

Fartor SS df MS F P

A 10.1 1 10.1 .z2

TT 0.7 1 0.7 .02

Cp 27.6 2 13.8 .30

T 14.7 3 4.9 .11

Ss 368.8 6 60.6

A x TI 0.1 1 0.1 .00-

A x Cp 9.2 2 4.6 .10

A x T 4.7 3 1.6 .03

TT x Cp 5.6 2 2.8 .06

TT x T. 3.7 3 1.2 .03

Cp x T 13.0 6 2.2 .05

A x TT x Cp 31.2 2 15.6 .34

A x Cp x T 32.4 3 10.8 .23

TT x Cp x T 36.6 6 6.1 .13

Error L3,580.6 294.0 46.2

TOTAL 14,135.0 335.0

A With and without aiming reference
TT = Training and test conditions
Cp = Cupola positions

T = Individual targets
Ss = Subjects
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prising, as TCATA reported mean detection-to-engagement times ranging

from 9.6 to 18.8 seconds. The task in the present research was somewfat

simpler than that faced by the TCATA test participants. However, the

times obtained in the present study were considerably lowei than ex-

pected based on the previous work.
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APPENDIX A

TEST SCHEDULE

Order of Test Conditions

T. Open Hatch Acquisition: No Speed Control, Cupola Porwarl

II. Closed Hatch Acquisition: Controlled Speed. Cupola Forward

Ii1. Closed Hatch Acquisition: No Speed Cortrol, Cupola Forward

IV. Closed Hatch Acquisition: No Speed Control, Cupola Rear

V. Closed Hatch Acquisition: Controlled Speed, Cupola Rear

Order of Tank Acquisitiooi Conditions Among Subjects

ist Day 2nd Day 3rd Day

I II III

II ITT I

III I II

IV V IV

V IV V

Target Trals]

Each subject acquired four different targets under each ronditioiu. The
target acquisition sequence was randomized among the four targets for
each subject.
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APPENDIX B

TANK ACQUISITION CONDITIONS

Training Targets

A. W/O Aiming Referance B. W/ Aiming Reference
1. Cupola forward/closed hatch 1. Cupola forward/closed hatch
2. Cupola rear/closed hatch 2. Cupola rear/closed hatch
3. Cupola forward/open hatch 3. Cupola forward/open hatch

Test Targets

c. W/O Aiming Reference D. W1 Aiming Reference
1. Cupola forward/closed hatch 1. Cupola forward/closed hatch
2. Cupola rear/closed hatch 2. Cupola rear/closed hatch
3. Cupola forward/open hatch 3. Cupola forward/open hatch

Order of Tank Acquisition Conditions Among Subjects

S-i S-2 S-3 s-4 S-5s s-6 S-7
Al B-- T2 A2 Al B1 B'2

TNG A2 b2 Bl Al A2 B2 BI
A3 B3 B3 A3' A3 B3 B3

Cl Dl Dl C1 Cl Dl B1
TEST C2 D2 D2 C2 C2 D2 D2

C3 D3 D3 C3 C3 D3 D3

Bl A2 Al Bl B2 A2 Al
TNG B2 A] A2 B2 B1 Al A2

B3 A3 A3 93 B3 A3 A3

Dl Cl Cl Dl Dl C1 Cl
TEST D2 C2 C2 D2 D2 C2 C2

D3 C3 C3 D3 D3 C3 C3
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Target Trials

Ta.eget acquisition sequence was balanced across each of the two sets of
tor~ets used. Each set consisted of four targets. Below are examples
from original scores sheets:

Condition: Gun Forward/Closed Hatch

Trial Target Target Target Target

1 4 1 2 3

2 3 2 1 4

3 1 3 4 2

4 2 4 3 1

Condition: Gun Rear/Closed Hatch

Trial Target Target Target Target

1 3 2 1 4

2 1 3 4 2

3 2 4 3 1

4 4 1 2 3
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APPENDIX C TO-CHAPTER IV

TARGET ACOUISITION TIMES WITH AND WITHOUT AIMING REFERENCE
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APPENDIX D

DISTRIBUTION OF TARGET ACQUISITION TIMES

lme No. Responses No. Responses Combined
(Seconds) W/ Aiming Reference W/O Aiming Reference Totils

17 1

16 1 1 2

15 1 1 2

14 1 1 2

13 3 3 6

12 2 - 2

11 2 5 7

10 13 7 20

9 23 10 33

8 36 32 68

7 84 73 157

6 113* 93 206

5 104' 134* 238*

4 15 52 87

3 2 5 7

2 2 2

N 420 N =420 N =840

*Modal score for each category.
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CHAPTER V

TANK CREW MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

Mi L Lt, ry 1 -eed

Ln case of ho-tilities in central Europe, friendly forces are ex-

pected tc be greatly outnumbered. In order to survive and win in such

circumstances, they must be the best trained and most effective fighting

force in the world. In order to ensure maximum effectiveness of US

force,, Messu, Qs of Effectiveness (MOE) for all aspects of armored

operations must be derived so that commanders can evaluate their own

crews, discover deficiencies, and take corrective measures.

MOE can be classified for/purposes of discussion into those con-

cerned primarily with military harduare, and those concerned primarily

with the personnel who operate the hardware. MOE for militaty hardware

are generally explicit, quantitative, and specified prior to developwent

in the Required Operational Capabilities (ROC) document. Firing rates,

effective ranges, maximum march order and emplacement times, rleamr il

cular miss distances, and single shot kill probabilities against parti-

cular targets are frequently employed examples. Tests to determine

whether an item of hardware meet',; such .'• ,,t's art, conducted undr

carefully controlled conditions, with every effort b-ing made to ensu-

proper maintenance and operation of the system. However, dete!mining

the efficiency or capability of the hardware is not the purpose of this

research. Our objective is determining the efficiency and ipabilify of

the crew in making maximum use of the system as it is. The ultimate

goal of this research is to derive M'" to determine exactly how well,

crews are meeting that objective.
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Effectiveness, or potential effectiveness, of operator personnel is

typically determined by the employment of job proficiency tests. Harris,

et al.,1 identified five areas in which job proficiency tests played an

important role in decision making. Thesc are:

1. Evaluating training

2. Evaluating MOS proficiency

3. Evaluating changes to the personnel system

4. Conducting personnel research

5. Determining unit readiness.

T he primary focus of this effort, as implied by the title, "Tank Crew

Measures of Effectiveness," is on the fifth area cited by Harris and his

co-workers. However, it must be pointed out that MOE must do much more

than simply indicate a readiness status. To be maxinally useful, these

measures must also provide diagnostic information. That is, they must

tell us exactly where any deficiencies in performance occur. Without

such information, corrective steps cannot be taken, and the ultimate

goal of most -valuation is the elimination of deficiencies or short-

comings. inerefore, when evaluating readineF.s, one is also evaluating

training, and developing information to feed back to training managers.

In stating that an individual, a crew, ot a larger personnel unit

is "effective," we typically imply that some predetermined standard has

been met. For example, we might provide a standard such as the following:

1J. H. Harris, R. C. Campbell, W. C. Osborn, and J. A. Boldovici.
Development of a Model Job Performance Test For a Combat OccupationaZ
Specialty, Volume I. Test Development; Volume II: Instructions and
Procedures for Conducting a Functionally Integrated Performance Test,
Final Report FR-CD(L)-75-6, Human Resources Research Organization,
Alexandria, Virginia, November 1975.
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Given (a) a stationary M6OAlAOS tank with the main
gun battlesighted with SABOT, (b) an operational
gunner's day periscope, and (c) a moving tank
target that is visible at less than 3200 meters
without artificial light during the day; gunner
will open fire within 16 seconds, and neutralize
the target within 24 seconds of the alert element
of the tank commander's command, using no more
than two rounds. 2

If the gunner meets this performance standard, he is rated an effective

gunier. If not, he is deemed ineffective, and is typically given

ref:-esher training. However, scoring is typically on~a "GO" or "NO-GO"

basis. Gunners may receive extra credit points for exceeding the stan-

dard by some given amount, but those who fail to meet the standard are

simply considered failures. In other words, the standard represents the

minimum acceptable level of performance.

Against this background, it would seem that to develop tank crew

MOE, it would only be necessary to determine what tank crews do, and

develop minimal acceptable standards of performance. In concept, this

seems simple enough. However, as will be seen in the following sec-

tions, the problems involved in deriving MOE are both numerous and

difficult.

Background and Approach

At the outset, three objectives were set for this phase of the ro

search on tank crew MOE. These were:

a. To determine what set of MOE were currently being
employed by commanders, and to assess their
reliability and validity for combat.

2 R. E. Kraemer, J. A. Boldovici, and C. G. Boycan. Job Objectives For

W4OA1AOS Tank Gunnry, Research Memorandum 76-9, Human Resources
Research Organization, and Army Research Institute, April 1976.
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b. To determine what critical funcý.iuns were not
currently being evaluated.

c. To propose a research program to develop the
necessary information to derive MOE for those
critical functions not being currently evaluated.

These objectives were to be met by first surveying all of the ongoing

and previous work in the area to determine what gaps needed to be

filled. Therefore, as a first step, an attempt was made to locate

literature dealing with MOE, and to discover what other military agen-

cies were conducting relevant work. Early during this step it became

apparent that techniques for evaluating the performance of crews or

larger personnel units were still in their infancy. Wagner, et al.,

summarized the state-of-the-art in team training and evaluation stra-

tegies. While this work was not specifically directed toward tank

crews, a tank crew is encompassed within the authors' meaning of the

term "team." Borrowing heavily on the definition of a team presented by

4Glaser, Klaus, and Egerman, Wagner and his co-workers define team

training as:

The t aining of two or more individuals who are associated
together in work or activity. The team is relatively rigid in
structure and communication pattern. It is goal or mission-
oriented with the task of each team member well-definvi. The
functioning of the team depends upon the coordinated partici-
pation of all or several individuals. The focus of team
training and feedback is on team skills (e.g., coordination),
activities and products.

3 H. Wagner, N. Hibbits, R. D. Rosenblatt, and R. Schulz. Tecan Training
and Evaluation Strategies: State-of-the-Art, Technical Report 77-1,
Human Resources Research Organization, Alexandria, Virginia, February
1977.

4R. Glaser, D. J. Klaus, and K. Egerman. rncrea.ing Tecan Proficiency
Through Team Training: 2. The Acquisition arnd Extinction of a Team
Response, Technical Report AIR B64-5/62, American Institutes for
Research, May 1962.
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This report points out, that while the military services conduct up to

90 percent of their training in the operational commands, most training

reseach has'been focused on individual training in institutional

settings. For example, in FY 1974, the Army Research Institute (API)

conducted the largest program of unit training and evaluation research

in history. Yet, less than two million dollars (only 11 percent of the

human resources research budget) was spent in this area, although spo-

radic work was conducted over the previous 20 years. Therefore, many

gaps were found to exist in state-of-the-art team -training strategies

and evaluation techniques.

5
Although Wagner, et al. reported that work specific to team train-

ing and evaluation was comparatively sparse, the present authors found a

considerable body of literature dealing with MOE in general, and some

dealing specifically with training effectiveness and operationsal effec-

tiveness. For example, TRADOC PAM 11-8,6 Cost and Operational Effec-

7
tiveness Analysis Handbook, and TRADOC PAM 71-10, Cost and Training

Effectiveness Analysis Handbook, obviously deal with the concepts of

operational and training effectiveness. How ever, upon closer examina-

tion these two publications are of only r.ai'gLnal value for the present

research. TRADOC PAM 11-8 is oriented toward an evaluation of tho

5Wagner, et al., op. cit.

6 TRADOC PAM 11-8. Cos- and Operational Effectiveness Ana7y' is HandTook,
US Army Training ai~d Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia, November
1974.

7 TRADOC PAM 71-10. Cost and Training Effectiveness Analysis ;ijaniibook
(Draft), US Army Training and Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia,
November 1976.
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operational effectiveness of new materiel, different organizational

concepts, and different operational concepts. The techniques described

for assessing effectiveness do not seem to be applicable to assessing

the performance of personnel. In fact, PAM.ll-8 piovides virtually no

advice on the selection of MOE, Its authors assume that the MOE will be

provided by an agency other than the cne actually conducting the analy-

sis. The pamphlet states:

Selection of the MOE is a subjective process
based on how the proponent believes force
effectiveness may best be assessed. Its
selection is the responsibility of the pro-
ponent, with analytical advice when necessary
to ensure that the particular MOE can be
quantified.

As can be seen, responsibility for the selection of MOE is fixed with

the agency desiring the analysis. However, no documents to guide the

proponent agency in the selection of MOE have been located. Neverthe-

less, it can probably be assumed that the testing agency'would attempt

to eliminate the human element to the greatest extent possible. Other-

wise, an inferior item of materiel or a poor organizational or opera-

tional concept might be chosen simply because of differences in

personnel. A warning against this possibility is found in another

document concerned with the type of exercises that should be employed in

testing materiel. It is pointed out that free-wheeling, two-sided FTX

type of exercises "..;instead of tests of the developmental materiel,

... amount essentially to tests of the people oper-ating the equipment;

Since it is precisely that which is desired in this research,

8 US Department of the Army. Final Report on Special Study, Methodology
Investigation For Measures of Effectiveness, TECOM Project No. 9-CO-OOC-
000-007, US Army Armor and Engineer Board, Fort Knox, Kentucky, August
1971.

91talics added by authors.
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i.e., to test the people operating the equipment, the excellent guidance

provided in TRADOC PAM 11-8 is simply not suitable for personnel or

training evaluations.

TRADOC PAM 71-10, "Cost and Training Effectiveness Analysis Hand-

book," discusses Measures of Training Effectiveness (MOTE) at some

length. However, it clearly states that the analyst will have to

develop his own. For example, the publication states: "At the present

tine therf appears to be no universal, on-the-shelf MOTE for CTEA. If

they exist, CTEA experience has not been sufficiently accumulated to

identify them." The document does, however, suggest sources of informa-

tion which are described as being either theoretical, empirical, or

analytical in nature. It also suggests that typical MOTE are hit accu-

racy, pretraining/posttraining changes in performance, navigational

error, performance retention, rate of skill acquisition, and correctness

of decision. This listing is by no means intended to be exhaustive, a~d'

it is'still left to the analyst to decide which MOTE are appropri:•te 'or

his situation. Even assuming some of the above listed are judged ap-

propriate, the analyst must still decide on what quantity of each is

minimally acceptable. For example, for "hit accuracy," he must decide

what percentage of hits, or what mean miss distance constitutes effec.

tive performance. Hopefully, guidance 6n these matters can be found

the theoretical, empirical, and analytical soutzes referred to earlier,

but much still remains for the analyst to do. In brief, this pamphlet

outlines a methodology for the development of MOE, but leaves much to

the judgment, ingenuity, and hard work of the analyst. Therefore, Its

immediate usefulness in the present research is limited.
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Literature concerned with MOE is relatively plentiful. In fact, a

bibliographic search of literature available through the Defense Docu-

mentation Center (DDC) revealed 149 documents which used either the term

"Measure of Effectiveness" or "Measures of Effectiveness" as an identi-

fier. However, most of these proved to be only marginally relevant.

The vast majority were concerned solely with hardware parameters (e.g.,

mean miss distance of a bench-fired weapon). Those concerned with

operational effectiveness tended to be highly specific .a both hardware

and operational situations (e.g., see Hammell, et al. J) Those con-

cerned with training effectiveness tended to be either oriented toward

individual training, or were very broad and theoretical in nature (e.g.,

see Lyons// or Bond and Rigney 2). This does not mean that there was no

relevant information in these reports. Many of the notions discussed,

problems encountered, and MOE Jescribed provided considerable food for

thought. However, the irformation useful to this present effort was

largely general or theoretical in nature, and constituted only minor

portions of some of the reports.

A few reports, some located through bibliographic search and some

through other sources, dealt specifically with the developmcnt of MOE

10T. J. Hammell, C. E. Gasteyer, and A. J. Pesch. Advanced Officer Tactics
Training Device Needs and Performance Measurement Technique - VoZume T,
TR:NAVTRAEQUIPCEN 72-C-0053-'l, General Dynamics Corporation, General
Boat Division, Groton, Connecticut, November 1973.

11J. D. Lyons. "Measuring Effectiveness. Quality Control of Training,"
Paper for New York University First National Annual Training in
Business and Industry Conference, New York City, March 1972. (Included
in HumRRO Professional Paper 16-72, Human Resources Research Organiza-
tion, Alexandria, Virginia, July 1972.)

72N. A. Bond, Jr., and J. W. Rigney. Measurcnent of Traininq Otcomir,7s,

1 chnical Report No. 66, Behavioral Technology Laboratories, University
of Southern California, Lo.; Angeles, California, June 1970.
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for assessing performance of crews or larger teams. A very few dealt

specifically with tank crews or tank platoons. All of these were con-

sidered to be highly relevant. However, the more recent works dealing

with tank crew or platoon performance were devoted almost exclusively to

gunnery. In addition, they were essentially progress reports, indi-

cating that the work on MOE was as yet incomplete.

Without further belaboring the point, after examining the available

literature and contacting' other agencies involved in armor research, It

became obvious that theŽ approach to the problem would have to be changed.

There was no set of MOE in current use as implied in the first objective.

In-fart, the gunnery tables, especiall1 y Table VIII, appeared to be the

predominant and only consistently used MOE for crew eauto.i

.14
Despite the fact that Table VIII has obvious faults, there are simply

no other accepted measures available to commanders. Furthermore, vir-

tually all of the work in p.rogress is also directed toward the gunnery

functions. Therefore, the second of the original objectives is reduced

to the determination of critical fr:nctions outside of gunnery. None of

these other critical functions appear to be evaluated at presrnt. The

third objective, that of proposing a research program to ',e ~ h(

necessary information to derive MOE, remains~unchanged. Hove'rer, It

takes on increased significance, as it now appears that this ccu'td I.. a

truly major research effort.

1J. A. Larson, W. K. Earl, and V. A. Hanson. Assessmient of US Tank Crew
Training, TCATA Test Report No. FM 331, Final Report (23 March 75 - 15
March 76), Headquarters, TRADOC Combined Arms Test Activity, Fort Hood,
Texas, July 1976.

14p. F. Gorman, "Trendsi in the Army's Training System," Presentation made
to the Army War College, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 21 January 1977.
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After examining the literature and discussing mutual interests with

other interested agencies, a new approach to the problem for this phase

of the research was chosen. It was decided that the first phase should

be a study and discussion of:

a. The problems associated with the development of

MOE for team evaluations.

b. Current approaches to training and evaluation

of teams.

c. Research priorities for the development of tank

crew MOE.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into sections which corre-

spond to the three areas listed above.

Problem Areas

Defining effectiveness. In his discussion on the meaning of effec-

tiveness, Hale1' takes a historical look at MOE for one of our simplest

weapons -- the rifle. He points out that originally accuracy was the

primary MOE. Accuracy wac operationally defined as the percentage of

rounds that could be placed in a given size circle at a specified range

when the weapon was bench fired. Somewhat later, rate of-fire was

included as an MOE. According to Hale, it was not until around 1960

that the number of MOE began to exp&-id significantly, It was realized

that a highly accurate rapid fire weapon was of little value unless It

were completely functional. If the weapon malfunctioned frequently, or

required excessive repair time, its value would be greatly limited.

Therefore, the concept of "availability" came into being as an MOE.

15D. R. E. Hale. "The Selection of Measures of Effectiveness For Small
Arms Experiments," Masters Thesis, Naval Post Graduate School,
Monterey, California, March 1974.
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Measures of availability such as Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) and

Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) were derived. However, the primary reason

for the proliferation of MOE was the recognition that effectiveness was

mission dependent. For example, the weapon characteristics desirable

for a sniper rifle are quite different from those required for a weapon

designed primarily for suppression. In selecting a rifle, a sniper

would be primarily interested in accuracy and range, but would not be

too concerned about rate of fire. On the other hand, the soldier with a

suppression mission would be very concerned with rate of fire. However,

his vl !w of ane requirements for availability would be quite different.

A rifle which malfunctioned on the average of once for every 200 rounds

fired might seeni highly available to the sniper if repair could be

easily effected. However, such a weapon might seem woefully inadequate

to the soldier attempting to keep the enemy pinned down or trying to

repulse an attack.

As can be seen from the above example, defining and selecting cri-

teria of effectiveness is not an easy task. The magnitude of the problem

increases even further with increases in the complexity of thp weapons

system. For example, Single Shot Kill. Probability (SSPk) is a frequontly

employed MOE for antiaircraft missiles. However, consi'er the problem

of trying to choose the more effective system between L. rssile and an

antiaircraft gun system. SSPk is obviously not a suitable criterion for

comparing the two systems. The operations researcher might choose a

measure such as the number of kills per 100 target passes as more reasoui-

able. However, employing this criterion alone, the missile system would

undoubtedly still prove more effective. This measure alone is simply
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not adequate upon which to base a final judgment. The cost of the

missile system per target pass is likely to be many, many times that of

the gun. Therefore, the number of systems which can be deployed would be

fewer. It follows then, that with thianer assets, area coverage would

likely be less with the missile system. The question then is whether

the missile system would actually provide more protection. Also, the

missile system is likely to be much more difficult to support logisti-

cally, thus greatly reducing its availability. Therefore. if the

decision maker takes into account cost, availability, and aiea coverage,

he may conclude that the gun system is actually the better choice despite

its smaller kill probability per target pass. Unfortunately, there are

no strict agreed upon guidelines for choosing MOE or for weighting them

in a final decision.

While the above example was hypothetical, the fa:-tors discussed are

nevertheless real. An actual example cited by both Hale 16 and Zophy1 7

serves to illustrate this fact. In the early phases of WWII a great

many merchant vessels were damaged or even destroyed by aircraft attacks.

As a consequence, merchant vessels were equipped with antiaircraft guns

and cLews. After a period of time it was discovered that only four

percent of the attacking enemy aircraft were actually shot down. This

led some to conclude that the systems were ineffective on ships and

could be better employed elsewhere, where kill rates were higher

Employing this MOE, the decision seemed inevitable. However, further

76Tlh-id.

17F. C. Zophy. "Methodology for the Evaluation of Air Defense System
Effectiveness," Masters Thesis, Naval Post Graduate School, Monterey,
California, March 1975.
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examination of the data revealed that the antlalrcrnti fire greatly

reduced the lethality of the enemy attack. In fact, the inclusion of

antiaircraft weapons virtually halved the probability that a ship would

be sunk. Viewed in this light, the systems were considered highly

effective.

The above discussions should suffice to demonstrate that the selec-

tion of the wrong MOE, or the exclusion of critical MOE, can lead to the

wrong decisions about effectivehess. Yet, the selection of MOE is

largely an intuitive process. And, all too often, it is feared, in--

tuition is guided more by expedience than by logic. That is, the MOE

selected are those which are most easily measured.

Although the foregoing discussion centered on MOE for weapons

system effectiveness, the same problems of definition and selection

exist in assebsing the effectiveness of individuals, crews, or even

larger units.

Defining team effectiveness. In the past our attempts to assess

effectiveness have been directed almost exclusively to either hardware,

as discussed above, or to individuals performing specific jobs. Large-

scale scientific approaches to the measurement of individu; job perfor-

mance in the military began during WWil. The US Air Force pioneered

this effort. Techniques for analyzing jobs into tasks and subta.ks were

developed. Normally, those tasks which were highly critical, performed

frequently, and performed early in the job environment were selected for

training. The remening tasks were left for On-the-Job Training (OJT).

Individual performance was assessed by measuring actual nerformance on

selected tasks. The individual was given a task, all of the necessary
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equipment, a list of conditions under which the task was to be perform-

ed, and the standards by which he would be judged. The techniques and

procedures for accomplishing these processes are well worked out and

documented (e.g., TRADOC PAM 350-3018). Unfortunately, comparably

detailed procedures have not been developed for the specification and

analysis of jobs to be performed by larger units such as crews, though

19
guidance was'provided in TRADOC PAM 350-11. As a member of a crew,

the individual does not perform in isolation. Rather, he performs in

the context of some larger operation. He must not only be able to

perform each of his prescribed tasks to a predetermined criterion, he

must also recognize the stimuli which require the tasks to be performed,

must perform the tasks in the correct sequence, and must interface with

other individuals as required. As a crew member, the individual func-

tions as a part of a total system involving equipment and other per-

sonnel. The effectiveness of this system is dependent upon the success-

ful performance of all the individuals involved, working not in isolation

but as a team. The measurement of system performance or effectiveness

where such interdependency exists has been given serious consideration

only recently.

One of the proLlems associated with the evaluation of team effec-

tiveness has been the inability of investigators to agree on what

differentiates team and individual tasks. Most investigators agree that

it is wasteful of effort to mersure performance in a team context when

18 TRADOC PAM 350-30. Interservice Procedures for InstructicnaZ Systems
Development, US Army Training and Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe,
Virginia, August 1975.

I 9 TRADOC PAM 350-11. Training: Systems Engineering of Unit Training,
US Army Training and Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia,
January 1.973 (not current).
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the performance is actually nothing more than an aggregate of individual

performances. Individual job skills can almost always be measured more

easily, completely, and cost effectively through individual job perfor-

mance tests. It is felt that measurement of performance in a team

context should be reserved for only those tasks which are truly team

tasks, that is, tasks which require cooperation or coordination to the

extent that skills must be practiced in a team situation in order to be

optimized. Efforts to differentiate between team and individual tasks

have centered around such words as "cooperation"/"coordination" and

"interdependence." As a background for discussion of this problem let

us consider some distinctions made by Alexander and Cooperband20 in

their discussion of models for team training. They refer to team train-

ing paradigms as being either "stimulus-response" or "organismic" in

nature. Stimulus-response models call for "established" task situ-

ations. That is, the sequence of task performance and the activities

involved can he almost completely specified. Also, the assignment of

task functions among crew members and the equipment they operate are

virtitally fixed. Tasks in the organismic model are referred to ar hei.

"emergent." In emergent situations, decision making, pro!blem sol-. i'g

and sharing come to the forefront. The sequence of operations is not

fixed, and the allocation of functions is variable. An example of an

established task situation would be mail sorting assigned to two postal

workers, one of whom is to sort mail by states, and the other of whom is

to sort the mail for one state by zip code. Errors made by the f'rut

2 0L. T. Alexander and A. S. Cooperband. Sastem Training and Respavc'1
in Team Behavior, Technical Memcranduim 2581, System Development
Corporation, Santa Monica, California, August 1965.
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worker can be corrected in part by the second. However, the functions

of each are well defined, coordination is minimal, and the actions of

each are virtually completely specified. In the present research, an

example of an emergent situation might be tank crew target acquisition.

All members of the crew are involved. Neither the responsibilities of

each member nor the activities required of, any individual can be pre-

cisely specified. The crew's job is to detect targets, but who accom-

plishes the detection is not specified, and the method is only loosely

implied. However, as will be seen later in this section, not all

investigators would conclude that this example is a team task.

In discussing established versus emergent situations, Hall and

Rizzo 21essentially conclude that tasks performed in established si tu-

ations are not really team tasks. They feel that overall team per-

formance in-established situations is simply the sum of the performances

of the individual team members. One team member cannot completely make

up for the shortcomings of another, as activities are specifically

allocated to team members. Outstanding performance (e.g., significant

time savings in accomplishing an individual activity) on the part of

some members may in part compensate for deficiencies in others, but

basically, every member of the team must perform satisfactorily if

overall team performance is to be satisfactory.

For a performance to be truly a team effort,'Alexatvier and Cooper-

band 22stress that cooperation is necessary. They state:

21 E. R. Hall and W. A. Rizzo. An Assessment of US Navy Tactical Teamn
Training: Focus on the Trained Main, TAEG Report No. 18, Training
Analysis and Evaluation Group, March 1975.

22Alexander and Co .operband, op. cit.
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Learning to cooperate means learning the strengths
and weaknesses of one another, learning when the
others want help and when they do not want it,
learning to pace one's activities to fit the
needs of all, and learning to behave so that one's
actions are not ambiguous.

According to this concept, activities are not specifically allocated,

and decisions about who does what are dependent upon the individual

skills of the team members and the particular situation. For example,

football teams adjust to each new opponent by changes in both personnel

and tactics in order to take advantage of known or suspected weaknesses.

In other words, the team functions in whatever manner it feels best to

accomplish its objective -- that of winning the game.

23Briggs and Johnston would undoubtedly agree with the above analy-

sis. However, they complicate the problems of definition even further

through their discussion of the terms "serial" and "parallel." In

serial tasks, a second action is dependent upon the performance of a

first. The present authors feel that an example of a serial task can be

drawn from baseball. Suppose the batter hits a ground ball toward the

shortstop. It is the shortstop's job to field the ball and throw it to

the first baseman. It is then the first baseman's Job tc catch the ball

and put a foot on the base. However, notPe that if the shortstop

misses the ball, the first baseman actually does not get involved at

all, nor is there any action he can take to ensure overall team effec-

tiveness. In serial tasks, the success of the team' i dependent upon

the success of each individual doing his job properly in sequence.

23G. E. Briggs and W. A. Johnston. TP=m Training, Final Report,
February 1966-February 1977, NAVTRADEVCEN-1327-4, Naval Training
Devices Center, Orlando, Florida, 1967.
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According to Briggs and Johnston, 2 4 successful performance of a

parallel task requires everyone on the team to do his job. at the same

time, but individually. For example, engaging in a "tug-of-war" is the

present authors' conception of a parallel task. The effort of indivi-

dual A is not dependent upon the effort of individual B, yet both may

contribute equally to team success. It is true that team success may be

a function of their cooperation with a team captain in response to his

order to "heave." However, the optimum performance of member A is still

largely independent of the performance of member B. Logically, it does

not seem that A and B cooperate or are interdependent. Therefore, by

the definitions proposed, there is no "teamwork" involved, so there is

little reason for A and B to train together. However, teamwork may be

involved between the captain and the individual members, as exact timing

may be crucial to success. So in one sense, a tug-of-war team is a

team, in another, it is not.

Let us now return t'o the tank crew in its attempts to acquire a

target. Is this performance a parallel performance, that is, does each

member do his job completely independent of the others? Some would

answer "yes," others "no." Those who say "yes" would point out that

each individual scans independently, that specific sectors can be as-

signed, and therefore, no teamwork is involved. Those who say "no"

would point out that search sectors are not necessarily fixed. A crew

can adart to each others' shortcomings by overlapping search sectors.

Howe,,er, each and every crew may work differently -- making target

acquisition cooperative. Therefore, target acquisition fits the pre-

2 4Ibid.
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dominant definitions of a team task. Both points of view can be de-

fended, but neither makes the task of deriving tank crew MOE any less

difficult.

Personal communications from other investigators in'-olved in the

training and evaluation of tank crews/platoons have indicated other

areas where the line between crew and individual tasks is "fuzzy." i-r

example, consider the overall crew task of firing on the move. The

driver must obviously maintain speed, and keep the tank as stable as

possible in all three planes. The question is whether this is an

individual driver skill, or whether performance is dependent upon an

interaction between the driver end tank commander, and/or the driver's

knowledge of how this particular crew performs in this situation. No

attempt will be made to answer this question at this point. It is posed

simply to indicate the range of disagreement between well-informed

investigators concerning the distinction between team and individual

performances.

From the above discussion it may be concluded that there are no

clear-cut criteria for distinguishing between individual and tean tasks.

This presents a problem for the present research since temnii(in '-his

case, crew) MOE are the "bject of concern. It seems undesirable to

propose crew performance measures for tasks which are actually only

aggregations of individual task performances. However, failure to

identify performances which are in reality team performances might

constitute an even greater error. At present no solution to this prob-

lem of definition has been achieved. The reader interested in pursuing

2 5 Discussions with Dr. N. K. Eaton, Dr. D. W. Bessemer, and Dr. R. W.
Bauer, ARI Field Unit, Fort Knox, Kentucky, March 1977.
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this problem in greater depth should consult Wagner, et al.,29 or Hall

and Rizzo.
2 7

Despite disagreements on what kinds of tasks are individual and

28
what kinds are team tasks, Wagner, et al., concluded in their review

of the literature that team members must first master their individual

skills for a team to perform effectively. Therefore, individual train-

ing and evaluation should precede team training in any case.

Problems with numbers. In attempting to fully describe the Job

situations of the tank crew in gunnery, Kraemer, Boldovici, and Boycan2 9

derived a set of 11 classes of conditions or variables that could affect

the crew's capability to successfully engage targets. Some examples of

these classes and the number of levels identified for each of these

classes are shown in Table V-1. The term "levels" as employed by the

writers refers to subclasses within the main class. For example,' there

are six kinds of ammunition available for use by the M6OAl crew. There-

fore, this variable has six levels. The determination of the number of

levels for these discrete variables such as types of ammunition, fire

delivery method, crew members, and weapons was obvious as they represent

discrete "real world" conditions. The determination of the levels for

continuous variables such as range was done on logical grounds, and was

based on the effective ranges of the weapons, the fire control instru-

ments, and the types of ammunition that are typically employed at

26Wagner, et al., op. cit.

2 7Hall and Rizzo, op. cit.

2 8Wagner, et al., op. cit.

2 9 Kraemer, Boldovici, and Boycan, op. cit.
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Table V-I

Conditions and Levels Within Conditions*

Conditions Levels Within Conditions

Weapon Main Gun
Coaxial Machinegun
Caliber .50 Machinegun

Fire Delivery Method Battlesight (non-precision for
machinegun5')

Precision
Range Card
Range Card Lay to Direct Fire

Firing Vehicle Motion Stationary
Moving

Target Visibility Visible Without Artificial Light
Visible With Artificial Light
Not Visible

Target Range -500 meters
500-900 meters
<900 meters
'4100 meters
1100-1600 meters
500-3200 meters
1100-2300 meters
1100-3200 meters
ALL

;Condensed from FIG. 2. page 2, R. E. Kraemer, J. A. Boldovici, and
G. C. "oycar, .Jhd' (,Je.ola. for Mr'QOAIi(S,7 Tark GumrYv.y, Researchl
Memorandum 76-9, Human Resources Research Organization, and Army

Research Institute, April 1976.
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various ranges. If a tank gunnery objective were written for all pos-

sible combinations of levels, a total of 1,679,616 objectives would

result. However, the great majority of combinations are unrealistic

(e.g., a moving bunker) and could be discarded. Judicious combinations

of other levels reduced the total number of realistic combinations to

225. After extensive review by experts, the number was increased to

30 31240. More recently, the list was expanded to 266. To test a crew's

ability to perform all of these job objectives would be time ccnsuming,

to say the least, and it must be remembered that these objectives cover

only tank gunnery. Description of the tank crew's total job would

require considerably more job objectives. Obviously, it is not feasible

to measure job proficiency on all job objectives. Tests designed to

measure effectiveness will be able to address only a limited number of

the objectives. This need to select a limited subset of job objectives

for measurement is likely to produce unfortunate results. Training is

almost certain to be concentrated on those areas which will be tested,

to the detriment of other aspects of the job. As a result, tank crews

which appear proficient during the testing may actually be unable to

perform a number of tasks that may be necessary on the battlefield.

This error could be avoided by designing a large numler of tests, each

of which covered only selected aspects of the job, but in toto, covered

all of the jobs. Crewmen would not be advised in advance as to which

tests or set of tests they would be administered. Therefore, training

3 0 j. A. Boldovici, G. R. Wheaton, and G. G. Boycan. Seleating Items For
a Tank Gunnery Test (Draft Interim Report), US Army Research Institute
7or the Behavioral and Social Sciences, Arlington, Virginia, August 1976.

31Personal communication from G. G. Boycan, Army Research Institute,

Arlingtor, Virginia, May 1977.
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could not be slanted to the test. However, the development of tests is

expensive, and the resource requirements for support of a large number

of possible tests would be obviously greater than for a single version.

Hence, this alternative is not attractive either. At the present time,

satisfactory solutions to this numbers problem have not been found.

Reliability and validity. Measures of effectiveness employed in

evaluating military training or assessing operational readiness are

frequently referred to as intermediate criteria. They are used in lieu

of the ultimate criteria -- the ultimate criteria being actual combat

performance. To be of any value, the MOE must be highly predictive of

how crews would perform these functions in actual combat. That is, it

must have predictive validity.

For an ýOE to be valid, it must also be "reliable." That is, it

must measdre whatever it measures with consistency. A reliable test

(whether an MOE or other) will produce essentially the same results for

each crew tested whether it is administered today, tomorrnv, o- h,? day

after. For example, if Table VIII scores are reliabLe, a crew that

scores 1400 points today should score in the near vicinity of lAQ0

points tomorrow if the test ir repeatQ,!. Un'ess a test yields rei•,t-

able results (i.e., is reliable), the test cannot be valid, that is, it

simply will not predict combat performance very well. If a given crew

scored 1400 points on one occasion and 400 on another, there would be no

way of knowing which (if either) of the scores was the "true" indicati'i

of the crew's combat gunnery capability, Both scores obviously cannot

be indicative. Therefore, reliability is a prerequisite to validity.
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Unless we validate an MOE by comparing scores with actual combat

performance data, we can only assume its validity. Hopefully, we shall

never have the opportunity to test validity, in this manner. However,

we can estimate the reliability of an MOE. Finding that it is reliable

does not guarantee its validity, but finding that it is not reliable

does guarantee that it cannot be valid. Therefore, for the present we

can only assure ourselves that any MOE employed are reliable, and hope

that they are valid. For a more detailed discussion of reliability and

validity, the reader is referred to Nunnally.
3 2

Since Tab'e VIII is by far the most frequently employed MOE for

tank crews,33 it is essential that we know it to be reliable. However,

the actual reliability of Table VIII? Is apparently never been deter-

mined. The only data located which even bear on the subject are those

presented by Baerman and Eaton. 3 4 They found a correlation of r = .68

between supervisors' ratings of tank commander motivation and Table VIII

35
scores. Since the correlation between two variables can be no higher

than the reliability of the less reliable of the two variables, this

result would indicate that the reliabilityof Table VIII is at least

0.68. However, the Table VIII scores employed by Baerman and 7aton were

J. C. Nunnally. Psychometric Theory, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967.

3 3Lars..n, Earl, and Henson, op. cit.

3 4V. P. Baerman and N. K. Eaton. "Crew Assignment and Training," Armor,
January-February 1977, 50-53.

3 5personal communication from Dr. N. K. Eaton, ARI Field Unit, Fort
Knox, Kentucky, March 1977.
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obtained in a somewhat different manner than usual. 3 6 All crews fired

two rounds at each target, regardless of whether they were perceived to

have obtained a first-round hit. in addition, plywood targets rather

than cloth targets were employed, and scoring of hits was accomplished

by closeup examination of the targets after each crew had completed its

ruit. It was, of course, not possible to determine whether a single hit

was achieved on the first or second round, so any hit was given the same

score. While these changes may not appear to be drastic, it seems

probable that they had a significant effect on the scoring. For example,

the investigators originally had asked the observers riding the tanks to

score hits, which is part of the normal procedure for scoring Table

VIII. However, this practice was discontinued shortly thereafter when

it was found that the observers' hit determinations were at variance

with those made by the team closely examining the plywood targets. In

other words, had the normal scoring procedures been employed, the scores

obtained might have differed significantly from those rerult~ng ir•r the

procedures actually used. It would appear that it is very difficult for

the observer to determine if a hit has been made, and :it Is 'herefore

likely that his judgment will be subject to considerabte er-or. In sc,'

cases, reliability of derived scores is typically low. Therefore, th0

reliability of Table VIII scores, when obtained in the manner describpd

in FM 17-12-5,37 is likely to be unacceptably low. At the very least,

3 6 Personal communication from Dr. N. K. Faton, ARI Fi-i! Unit, Fort
Koox, Kentucky, March 1977.

FM 17-12-5. Tank Gunnery Trainýng, US Army Armor School, Fort Knox,
Kentucky.
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it seems that priority should be given to determining the actual re-

liability of Table VIII scores through test/retest procedures.

One further observation can be made concerning the Baerman and

Eat n work. There can be little doubt that the techniques employed by

these researchers resulted in more accurate data on actual hits than

those normally employed. Therefore, it seems that the Army could im-

prove its crew gunnery skills evaluations by investing a few more

resources in Table VIII scoring. At least the reliability would likely

be improved.

Although objective, scoring procedures usually result in improved

reliability, they do not always guarantee it. For example, Hlemphill and

Sechrest38 examined the reliability of a cherished Air Force MOE with

high assumed validity -- that of crew bombing scores. Scores were

derived by measuring the miss distances between the points of impact and

the target. The crew with the lowest mean miss distance naturally

received the highest score. Since the miss distances could be measured

quite accurately, there was no question but that the scoring was objec-

tive. However, Hemphill and Sechrest were able to obtain data on a

number of crews who completed bombing runs on two separate occasions.

They found the score to be very unreliable. In other words, a crew's

score on the first run was not predictive of its score on the second

run. Therefore, despite the objectivity in scoring and the previously

presumed high validity, the bombing score proved to be a worthless

indicator of crew proficiency.

3PJ. K. Hemphill and L. J. Sechrest. "A Comparison of Three Criteria
of Aircrew Effectiveness in Combat Over Korea," JourýaaZ of Applied
Psuyohoi77, 1952, 49, 323-327.
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In many cases, an unreliable measure can be made reliable if suf-

ficient data are obtained. For example, if six heads and four tails are

obtained in ten flips of a coin, the evidence that the coin is biased is

very meagre. However, if 600 heads are obtained in 1000 flips, the

evidence for bias is quite substantial. Many types of performance data

are similar in that a large body of data must be obtained before any

faith can be put in the results. Data on target detection in field

situations falls into this category. The time elapsed between the

moment Line-of-Sight (LOS) is achieved and the target is detected is the

usual performance measure. Intuitively, it would be fool-hardy to judge

a crew's ability to detect targets on the basis of a single trial.

Intra-crew variability is simply too great. The question is: "How many

trials are needed"? The same question can be asked concerning any

number of other job functions including gunnery performance. Few offi-

cers would be willing to judge a crew's main gun gunnery ability on the

basis of a single round, but how many rounds are needed? Are enough

rounds fired in Table VIII to make a judgment, especially consider ing

the number of conditions involved (e.g., stationary tank/statioz ,r

target, stationary tank/movlng zarget, etc.)^ Can a Judgment be made

concerning capability in both Battlesight and Precision ergagements

since the crew has a choice of mode and may use one almost to the

exclusion of the other? In other words, are enough rounds fired in any

single condition of tank movement, target movement, and engagement mode

to justify a statement that the crew is or is not qualified in that

condition? Only research into the reliability of gunnery measures can

answer these questions.
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39
Steinheiser and Snyder present a very interesting though techni-

cal discussion of great relevance to the reliability questions concern-

ing Table VIII. Part of their discussion centers around the likelihood

that a crew will be considered to be proficient when it is not, or, that

it will be considered nonproficient when it is. It is beyond the scope

of this report to go into the theory and assumptions behind this work,

but a brief summary of one of the notions discussed will be presented.

To expedite an understanding, a small portion of a table presented in

their text is shown below as Table V-2. This table may be interpreted

as follows: (1) A score of 70 percent is required to receive a "pass-

ing" grade, (2) there are 18 items (exercises, parts, whatever) in the

current Table VIII, (3) 13 items must be passed to achieve 70 percent

overall, (4) five percent of the crews whose true level of functioning

(i.e., the average score they would receive if they fired Table VIII

Table V-2

Probability of Misclassification

Required True Level of Tank Crew Functioning
Mastery Table VIII Passing
Level Length Score 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

(1) 70% (2) 18 (3) 13 (4) 5 (5) 21 (6) 47 13 1

over and over) is only 50 percent would by chance score 70 percent or

morc on any single test, and therefore, be considered proficient, (5) 21

percent of the crews whose true level of functioning is only 60 percent

would by chance score 70 percent or more on any single test, and ther.fore,

3 9 F. Steinheiser, Jr., and C. W. Snyder, Jr. "Score Quality Issues
Related to Individual and Weapon Crew Criterion-Referenced Performance
Tests," Presented at Military Testing Association Conference, October 1976.
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be considered proficient, and (6) 47 percent of the crews whose true

level of functioning was 70 percent would by chance score less than 70

percent on any single test, and therefore, be judged as nonproficient,

even though they actually were proficient at the minimutm acceptable

level. The likelihood of misclassifications of crews whose true level

of functioning was 80 or 90 percent can also be seen in the table. It

is obvious from Table V-2 that the likelihood that a given crew would be

misclassified on the basis of a single Table VIII exercise is quite high

unless they were very proficient or exceedingly nonproficient. Also, it

must be remembered that for this example, Steinheiser and Snyder con-

sidered all items In Table VIII to be of equal importance. That is, a

crew would be considered proficient if they passed any 13 items. Suc-

cess in any particular combination of tank movement, target movement, or

engagement mode is not considered. A tank crew could be woefully in-

adequate in one combination and still be considered proficient by doing

well in all others.

Data will not be presented, but Steinheiser and Snyder show tla-

errors of misclassification can be reduced by doubling the lcnc'ti, if

Table VIII to 36 items. However, crews near the borderle .the

minimum acceptable proficiency level are still likely to be misclasFL-

fied.

In summary, those reponsible for the evaluation of tank crews must

give serious consideration to the reliability of Table VIII or any other

MOE that is employed. Furthermore, they must realize that the validity

of these MOE can only be assumed.
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Resources. At the time of this writing, the Army is experiencing

one of the longest and most severe periods of austerity in its recent

history. Total strength is lower than in any lecent period, and ex-

pendables such as ammunition and fuel are stingily allocated. Yet, as

has been hinted in several of the previous sections, adequate evalu-

ations require considerable manpower, time, and materiel resources. In

the previous section on Reliability, serious questions were raised con-

cerning the adequacy of Table VIII for the evaluation of the several

aspects of gunnery. It was also pointed out that doubling the table's

length would result in fewer proficient crews being misclassified as

nonproficient and vice versa. Of course, doubling the length, or even

adding any items would naturally increase resource requirements. It was

also pointed out in another section that 266 job objectives had been

derived for gunnery alone, and that considerably more resources would be

required to test all objectives than are currently being spent.

In less austere times, Baker and Cook 4 0 painstakingly constructed a

"Tank Platoon Combat Readiness Check." The final checklist, including

instructions to the examiner, was approximately 90 typewritten pages in

length. The authors also pointed out that the entire evaluation took

approximately 30 hours to administer, and required the use of "aggres-

sor" forces. At the present time, most commanders would consider the

resources required for conducting such an evaluation to be out of the

question.

4 0 R. A. Baker and J. G. Cook. The DeveZopment and EvaZuation of the
Tank Platoon Combat Realiiness Check, Research Memorandum, Human
Resources Research Organization, Alexandria, Virginia, April 1964.
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More examples could be cited, but the point should already be

clear. The Army cannot adequately evaluate team performance employing

the techniques it has used in the past unless additional resources can

be found. However, there are efforts in progress designed to reduce

overall resource requirements without sacrificing training effectiveness

or evaluation adequacy. Simulation techniques, for example, are being

employed with increasing frequency, especially in training. The associ-

ated reduction in resources used for trainiag may release resources to

be used for other purposes such as evaluations. Some simulation research

of great relevance to this present effort was conducted by Powers, et

al. 4 1 As part of this effort, four groups of tank gunners were trained

employing 100 percent, 66 percenC, 33 percent and 0 percent live-fire.

There were no differences between the hit percentages of the four groups

in a live-fire posttraining test. Since the 100 percent group fired 24

live rounds in trainiiig, it appears that considerable ammunition could

have been saved wltn- no loss in training effectiveness. Similar result5

were obtained with two other weapons systems. Nevertheless, the authors

did conclude that some live-fire training should be couducted. However,

based on the results obtained, it must be con(luied that the use o'

simulation could greatly reduce anmnunition requirements for training

itself, releasing resources for training and operational effectiven-'s

evaluations.

Although the development of synthetic performance tests is still in

a stage of infancy, this technique holds promise for further reduction

4 1T. R. Powers, M. R. McCluskey, and D. F. Haggard. Determination of
thr Contribution of Live FiŽ'ing to Weapons Thoficiency, Final Report
FR-CD(C)-75-1, Human Resources Research Organization, Alexandria,
Virginia, March 1975.
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of resource requirements for some aspects of evaluation. Synthetic

performance tests are a type of simulation. However, the notions behind

them are somewhat different than for most simulations. In developing a

aynthetic performance test, all of the individual behaviors involved in

the total performance are detailed. Next, an inexpensive means of test-

ing each behavior is sought. The physical fidelity of the test in terms

of the actual job may be quite low -- so long as the behaviors are the

same. The set of tests if then "synthesized" into a single performance

test. Finally,, the validity of the test is determined by comparing it

to actual job performance. If the synthesized test proves valid, it can

be employed as an inexpensive substitute for a true job performance

test, at least during early training evaluations. Again, resources

could be conserved to adequately test those critical aspects of perfor-

mance for which no good substitute for actual job performance could be

found.

The need to know exactly how effective our forces are was implied

by MG Gorman when he challenged Army trainers:

To train the Army to win on the first battlefield
of the next war against an enemy that outnumbers
us, against an enemy whose weapons will be as goo 4
as or nearly as good as those that we possess ....

4 2 W. C. Osborn., An Approach to the Development of Synthetic Performance
Tests For Use in Training Evaluation, Professional Paper 30-70, Human
Resources Research Organization, Alexandria, Virginia, December 1970.

4 3 W. C. Osborn and J. P. Ford. Research on Methods of Synthetic Perfor-
mace Testing, Final Report FR-CD(L)-76-1, Human Resources Research
Organization, Alexandria, Virginia, April 1976.

4 4 W. E. DuPuy and P. F. Gorman. "TRADOC Mission and Resources Briefing,"
Transcript from TV tape, US Army Training and Doctrine Command,
Fort Monroe, Virginia.
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To accomplish this mission, trair.ers can ill-afford to use any but the

most effective evaluation techniquas. It is the opinion of the present

authors then, that the resource problem is not one of whether we expend

the resources to properly evaluate, but rather, how we obtain the neces-

sary resources. Simulation, as discussed briefly above, is one approach,

but other avenues should also be investigated.

Current Approaches

Not all the current approaches to team training and evaluation

found in the literature appear to be adaptable for use with tank crews.

Only those which appear to the authors to have some relevance to tank

crew evaluations will be discussed in this section. The reader in-

terested in a broader perspective should consult Wagner, er al,45

Larson, et al,46 or Briggs and Johnston.47

Before going into particulars, two principal issues which divlV=

evaluators in their approaches need to be discussed. These are the

employment of: (a) one- vs. two-sided test situations, and (b) process

vs. outcome measurements. The arguments for both sides of these i' '+,J

are presented briefly below.

One-sided vs. two-sided tests. In a one-sided test (such as Table

VIII) the examinees face a relatively structured situation in which the

sequence of events is relatively fixed. "Aggressor" forces, if present

4 5 Wagner, et al., op. cit.

460. A. Larson, S. I. Sander, and J. H. Stelnemann. Survey of Unit Per-

formance Effectiveness Measures, Technical Report 74-11, Naval Personnel.

Research and Development Center, San Diego, California, Jaruary 1974.

4 7 Briggs and Johnston, op. cit.
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at all, are restricted to specific preplanned activities. In a two-

sided test, aggressor forces must be present and typically have few

limitations placed on their activities. The advocates of two-sided

exercises stress the importance of realism, the opportunities for real-

time decision making, and the morale-boosting aspects of competition.

,They also point out that the inflexibility of one-sided tests makes them

easy to train and practice for. Therefore,, they feel such tests provide

only poor indications of how the participants would actually perform in

combat.

Those favoring the one-sided approach to evaluation point to the

fact that repetition of the identical circumstances is virtually impos-

sible in a two-sided test. Therefore, no two individuals or crews

receive exactly the same test, making it impossible to set exact per-

formance standards or to compare the performance of any two units.

The arguments for both approaches are summarized in an unpublished

work by W. W. Yale. 48However, he points out that the kind of informa-

tion desired determines which kind of test is most suitable. For

example, if exact times are needed, such as the tine to fire after LOS

to a target is achieved, a one-sided test should be employed. Knowledge

of the exact moment the target appeared would be virtually impossible in

a two-sided test. One-sided tests are also necessary if livp-fire is

required.

Two-sided exercises 'are considered essential when targets must be

generated. For example, a two-sided exercise would be necessary if the

MOE were to be the ratio of friendly to threat casualties,

4 8 Based on notes provided by Dr. C'. 0. Nystrom, ARI Field 'Unit, Fort

Hood, Texas.
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As can be seen, each approach has both positive and negative

aspects. These should be kept in mind in the discussions of specific

programs which follow the discussion of process vs. outcome measure-

ments.

Process vs. outcome measurements. Stated very simplistically,

"process" measurements are concerned with an evaluation of all of the

actions taken during an engagement, but are not particularly concerned

with the final outcome. "Outcome" measurements are not concerned with

the procedures involved or the progress of the engagement, but only in

who wins and who loses.

Osborn 4 9 is an advocate of process measurement. He feels that to

be useful, a test must be diagnostic. That is, it must provide infor-

mation on exactly why a particular aspect of performance was successful.

or unsuccessful. Hammell, et al.,50 state the case for process evalu-

ations as follows in discussing Advanced Officer (AO) tactics training:

... numerous alternative 3equences of actions may
exist, many of which may be equally plausible for
attaining a specific objective. The sequence of
actions employed by the AO contains a complex
series of evaluations and action selections which
are situation intended. The attainment of the
ultimate objective mcy often be irrelevant to th!
evaluation of the AO's perjormauce. This hit or
miss philosophy, although distinctly maaningful
in the operational environment, is inadequatc in
the trainirg situation.65 1

4 9 W. C. Osborn. Process versus Product Measures ýn Performance Testing,
Professional Paper 16-74, Human Resources Research Organization,
Alexandria, Virginia, October 1974. (Based on paper for Military
Testing Assoclati3n Meeting, San Antonio, Texas, October 1973.)

5 0 Hammell, Gasteyer, and Pesch, op. cit.

5 1 1talics added by authors.
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In other words, Hammell and associates feel that process is the only

important aspect of performance in training evaluations. A good

decision or action may lead to a poor outcome, but the decision or

action should be evaluated on its own merits, and not on the vagaries of

future actions by an unpredictable enemy.

Litton Industries, in an unpublished report to ARI, stated the case

for outcome evaluations. 5 2 The authors f~lt that tests such as the Army

Training Test (ATT) and the Operational Readiness and Training Test

(ORTT), now subsumed under the ARTEP, were not satisfactory instruments

partly because they emphasized planning and processes over results.

They believed that what a unit can accomplish is the ultimate measure of

effectiveness. Accomplishments, they felt, could be best evaluated in

outcome measures such as friendly/enemy loss ratios and territory gained

or lost.

It is obvious that a difference of opinion exists. However, Hammell,

et al.., 5 while stressing process, do admit that outcome measurements

are "distinctly meaningful in the operational environment." Therefore,

the type of measure chosen may well depend upon the job held by the

evaluator. An S-3 might well choose a process evaluation, a troop

commander might well be more concerned with an outcome evaluation.

In the first section of this chapter, the authors of this report

hopefully made it clear 'that they feel an evaluation should cover both

process and outcome. The notion that "the oneration was a success, but

5 2 Personal communication from Dr. R. T. Root, Unit Training and Evalu-
ation Systems Technical Area, Army Research Institute, Arlington,
Virginia, March 1977.

5 3 Hammell, Gasteyer, and Pesch, op. cit.
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the patient died" is lacking in appeal. We would like to know why the

operation was considered a success if the patient died. Similarly, if

the patient lived, we would like to know whether the operation was

responsible, and if so, why. Both approaches obviously have? short-

comings, and these must be taken into account in considering the spe-

cific operational training and evaluation programs outlined in the

following subsection.

Specific programs. Descriptions of specific programs directed to

measuring the effectiveness of teams are outlined below, Most of these

techniques were designed to assess performance of larger units than

single crews,, e.g., platoons or companies. However, these larger units

still fall within the definition of a team proposed earlier, and the

techniques are considered to be relevant to the present research.

(a) ARTEPs. The Army Training and Evaluation Program refers

to a whole body of literature stressing a mission-oriented, performance-

based approach which has been under development since 1974. The ARTEPs

outline the basic missions that the team should be able to perform to be

combat ready. While they do not necesserily require two-sided tes's,

they are obviously valuable in preparing sceT~arios fo! REALTI \IN '

MILES exercises, which will be discussed Inter in this subsection. They

are also oriented toward process evaluations, in that they strers plan-

ning and execution above outcome. The ARTEP concept is definitely a

step in the right direction. However, the lack of specifics makes it

impossible for commanders to set absolute standards. Furthermore, the
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standards stated are marred by the use of vague indefinable terms such

as "on time," "excessive," and "proper." 54

The ARTEP concept is new and is constantly being modified. Its

eventual form cannot be predicted at this time. If may evolve into a

very comprehensive and standardized set of tests, as what it encompasses

has not been limited. However, at present, the ARTEP for any military

unit suffers from all of the shortcomings described for two-sided tests

and tests measuring process only. The ARTEP undoubtedly provides excel-

lent training, but leaves something to be desired in terms of evaluation.

(b) IDOC (Identification of Test Doctrine for Cost/Effective

Qualification of Tank Crews). This project has thus far been limited to

a study of tank gunnery. At present, 266 tank gunnery job objectives

have been identified, and a list of the behaviors 'or actions required of

each crew member in accomplishing each objective has been derived. Work

is proceeding to determine the representativeness, generalizability, and

criticality of the objectives so that final priorities for measurement

can be established'.5 Hopefully, a set of objectives can be selected

which: (a) is representative of the entire range of at least the more

critical gunnery tasks, and (b) can be reliably measured within the

resources likely to be available. The eventual product of this work

w-.il in all likelihood be a recommended new Table Viii. However, many

questions need to be answered before standards can realistically and

5 4 J. F. Hayes and M. R. Wallis. ARTEP VaZidation Report, US Army
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences,
Arlington, Virginia, 1974.

5 5G. G. Boycan and A. M. Rose. "An Analytic Approach to Estimating
the Generalizability of Crew Performance Objectives," Paper pre-
sented at the meeting of the Military Testing Association, October
1976.
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finilly be set. For example, ' 
4s the acceptable upper limit ot time

to c'ire? Folklore has it that ti. .t round should be fired within

five seconds (battlesight) after a target is detected. However, the

present authors were unable to trace the origin of this figure. Whether

it is based on times obtained by well-trained crews, whether it is based

on a knowledge if times achieved by potential enemies, or whether it is

simply an opinion is not known.

Hopefully, the IDOC effort will result in a better measure of tank

crew qualifications for gunnery. However,' it is curre'ntly focused only

on gunnery, and a combat-ready crew is obviously required to perform

many other kinds of tasks.

An ART effort closely related to IDOC is now in progress in Europe.

However, rather than attempting to derive objectives for gunnery in

general, this effort is aimed at deriving objectives and a training

program for the USAREUR Table VIII as it now stands.56 The ultimate

objective of the program is to design training that wil! maintair 6u-

nery skills between opportunities for live-fire. Because of limited

space, opportunities for live-fire or even mareuver are extremely

limited in Europe.

(c) REALTRAIN. The REALTRAIN effort grew out of a neen L,

provide a realistic, low-cost tactical training and eval.atfon techurque

for use in Army combat training. In essenceŽ, it is a two-sided, free-

56E. E. Miller and J. F. Hayes. Analysis of Tank Crew PcrfvJmance
Requirements for Multiple-Target Evigagemrfnr, ART Research
Memorandum, General Research Corporation, and US Army Research
Institute for che Behavioral and Social Sciences, December 1976
(in process).
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play engagement simulation technique. How the exercises of relevance to

armor are conducted has been described by Shriver, et al: 5 7

For the M60 tank, the controller's telescope is
mounted in the breech of the m. n gun. When thc
controller in the tank determii,'s that the main
gun is centered on a target at Lae time of simu-
lated impact, he assesses a casualty. The con-
troller then radios the number of the tank or
other vehicle that was hit to the controller on
the other side who r..moves the vehicle from action.

Artillery fire is realistically simulated by
detonating artillery simulators at the actual
point requ,,-sted (by infantry personnel) based on
map coordinates, indirect fire "call" procedures
and "times" to impact. The rounds are placed by
administrative personnel wh9 are directed by a
Fire Directiof. controller who in turn receives
fire request,. from the forward observer or unit
leader in ti.,- simu lated engagement. When simu-
lated round., jr2 dete.na)ted by artillery throwers,
control l•,ýi as,,sess casualties within the "kill
radius" o f the simulated artillery round and take
them out of action.

As can be seen, the primary function of the controller is to assess

casualties and remove them from the mock battle. PEALTRAIN exercises

are therefore primarily product rather than process orientu4 "Winning

the war" and surviving bc•,,mo the paramount goals. However, records are

kept at a Net Control Station, ard an After Action 'Review is conducted

with tfst partic-iiants. Therefore, a p4ostt hoc look at the processes

that might have led to (c,rt•jn ýe r i,,rns taken is attempted. Fol lowing

the After Actinn Review,. 1o r(, 4 pers(r,)i' j fur !r I r aria lyze the exercise

and determine whether remedial training - ,-d'cd, whether the exercise

should be repeated, or whether the exer,'ise .should be expanded.

07E. L. Shriver, B. T_. Mathcr;, ;.R, (;rift in, t. P. ,Jones, L. E. Word,
R. T. Root, and J. P. HaVy -,., ": A , ' ,ho! for T,'t.cai
7 ",, ; ,- " " ','.1"! , ', ,* APf ',Ichnical Pepu),rt S-1, Kinton, Inc., and
US Army R'e, a r h rnstit*ite for the ,hlosvioral and Social Sciences,
December 1975,
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The value of the REALTRAIN approach for unit training can hardly be

questioned. Resource requirements are minimal and participants can

practice a variety of individual and team skills. Deficiencies will un-

doubtedly be discovered and remedied, and the "casualties" will live to

fight another day. However, as an evaluation technique, REALTRAIN, at

least as presently conceived, has a number of shortcomings. First of

all, there is still subjectivity involved in casualty assessment. Can

an observer looking through a telescope in the breech block of a tank

gun reliably deter-mine whether a moving target would be hit? Secondly,

as in all two-sided free-play exercises, exact situations cannot be

replicated. A decision which turned out badly might well have turned

out well against a different enemy. A really poor decision might turn

out well because of enemy mistakes. The commander might then tend to

repeat the same set of actions when he again faces a similar situation,

and likely with disastrous results. In other words, outcomes are

partly dependent upon chance factors, making it impossible to judge the

adequacy of decisions and actions in any absolute sense.

In brief, commanders can use REALTRAIN techniques to spot major

deficiencies and glaring errors in judgment, but in the o)inion of the

prese:t authors, the approach is not adequate for assessing overall

combat qualification.

58
(d) UPAM (Unit Performance Assessment Model). The basic

approach involved in this model is to compare "costs" to "achievements."

58
The model described was developed by Litton Industries, but no
published work could be fou,id. The information presented on the UPAM
is based on a personal communication from Dr. R. T, Root, Unit Train-
ing and Evaluation Systems Technical Area, Army Research Institute,
Arlington, Virginia, March 1977.
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A cost might be the number of friendly tanks lost. An achievement might

be the number of enemy tanks destroyed. Similarly, casualties among

friendly personnel,,own supplies expended, destroyed, or captured, and

terrain lost would be classified as costs, while enemy casualties in-

flicted, enemy supplies expended, destroyed, or captured, and terrain

controlled would be considered to be achievements. Weights for each

cost and achievement were derived employing ratings and regression

techniques.

Guides for the employment of the model have been developed for

selected kinds of units. The commander employing the model for his unit

must size up the situation he intends to play and make certain decisions

concerning costs and achievements. For example, he must decide on the

minimally acceptable achievement, i.e., the proportion of enemy tanks

which must be destroyed. Similarly, he must decide on an acceptable

cost for the scenario he wishes to play, i.e., the proportion of

friendly tanks which may be lost. After all such decision are made, the

"battle" is played, and actual costs and achi~evements are determined.

Procedures are provided for determining whether the'unit being evaluated

met its overall performance objective. A team might be considered

successful without having a favorable ratio of achievements to costs in

all categories. For example, a very high ratio of enemy/friendly tanks

destroyed might outweigh an unfavorable ratio of enemy/friendly supplies

expended, destroyed, or captured.

The model has the advantage of letting the individual commander set

his own acceptable cost/achievement ratios for each category. He can

tailor these to the particular situa,ýion he intends to portray in the
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mock battle. If he wishes to determine the ability of a unit to hold a

piece of territory "at all costs," his ratios might be quite different

than if the unit's objective is to hold the enemy's advance to 10 km in

24 hours.

The model, as the present authors understand it, has appeal. How-

ever, the ability of the small unit commander to realistically set costs

and achievements for all types of scenarios is questionable. Also, the

model appears to be almost totally an outcome model. Provision for

determining why a unit f.iled does not seem to have been made. As a

result, feedback to training managers is likely to be minim-l. Also,

allowing individual commanders to set costs and achiev-ments would make

it very difficult to compare the performance of different units, as no

two commanders may choose exactly the same standards.

(e) MILES (Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System).

This system is currently under development. Evaluation by TCATA is

programmed to begin soon and continue through FY 1979. The essentials

of the system include an eye-safe laser mounted on each weapon, and a

sensor mounted on each target. The purpose of the system is to elimi-

nate some of the subjectivity in scoring that is currently a problem in

REALTRAIN. If a soldier (or crew) "shoots the sensor on an enemy tar-

get, there can be little doubt that a hit occurred.

How well the MILES system can be adapted to unit training ar.Li

evaluation remains to be seen. Also, how realistically the system can

be made to reproduce battlefield results is still a question. For

example, damage done to a tank target is dependent upon where the tank

is hit. A hit on the side near the rear would undoubtedly immobilize
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the tank, but not necessarily kill the crew nor eliminate the tank as a

weapon system. Scoring the location of hits obviously would require

multiple sensors, both increasing the costs and the burden on umpires.

In any case, the MILES approach will likely suffer from many of the

same shortcomings as an evaluation device that REALTRAIN does. Absolute

performance standards cannot be set so long as the two-sided approach is

maintained. However, there is no question but what the approach will

provide excellent training.

(f) Other approaches. Several othe' anproaches to and devices

for team training and evaluation have been developed. However, they

either differ little in concept from those discussed, or, are of only

marginal relevance to the development of tank crew MOE. For example,

the Marine Corps is preparing to field a Tactical Warfare Analysis and

59
Evaluation System (TWAES). The approach ts very similar to REALTRAIN,

with some added hardware sophistication to improve control and provide

near real-time casualty assessments. The US Air Force and US Navy have

developed some highly sophisticated computerized simulations, but the

missions assigned are so unlike those given tank crews that they did not

appear to be relevant. Therefore, these approaches will not be dis-

cussed. The reader interested in brief descriptions of these approaches/

devices should consult Wagneýr, et al.60 or Larson, et al. 6

(g) Summary. Current approaches to evaluating tTraning effec-

tiveness and operational readiness that are relevant to tank crews can

5 9 E. H. Rocklyn, et al. A Method for Increasing the Training Effective-
ness of Marine Cops Taotical Exercises: A PiZot Study, NPRDC Technical

Report 75-34, Navy Personnel Research and Development Center, May 1975.

60Wagner, et al., or'. cit.

67Larson, Sander, and Steinemann, op. cit.
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be divided into those concerned exclusively with gunnery, and those con-

cerned with tactical training in two-sided engagements. Those concerned

with gunnery are attempting to develop reliable and valid measures of

this extremely important aspect of performance. Performance standards

are being derived so that it will be possible to determine whether a

given crew performs at the minimally acceptable level for each of

several types of gunnery. Also, it will be possible to compare the

performances of two different crews, or to compare the performances of

the same crew on different occasions.

The two-sided, free-play tactical engagement approaches appear to

be much better suited to training than evaluation. Whatever is learned

about warfare from experience can probably be learned from these exer-

cises. Soldiers can practice their individual and team skills in a

realistic c,-ntext, where cues to action are taken from the situation

rather than from a test monitor. The competitive situation and the

desire to "surrive" are undoubtedly motivating.

Commanders can undoubtedly evaluate gross aspects of performance in

two-sided exercises by carefully observing the action and conducting

thorough afer-action debriefing sessions. However, these approaches do

not, in the opinion of the authors, provide the actiurate measurement of

proficiency necessary ;o reliably categorize teams as combat ready or

not combat ready.

Research Needs

The research program outlined in this section is felt to be the

minlmum necessary if tank crew training effectiveness and operational
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readiness are to be adequately evaluated. The 'arder of listing of the

projects indicates the authors' choice of priorities.

I1. Determine the reliability of the current Table V111. It is

realized that Table VIII will very probably be modified at some time in

the future. However, it is currently being used by commanders to evalu-

ate their crews, and decisions which affect careers are being made on

the results. Annual firings also consume considerable resources.

Commanders and cr~ews both have a need-and a right to know whether scores

obtained are reliable indicators of performance, or whether chance fac-

tors play the primary role. In fact~, if the reliability of the current

Table VIII proves to be unacceptable, its use should be greatly cur-

tailed, and the resources saved applied to a "crash" program aimed at

improving its reliability.

As a minimal test of the reliability of Table VIII, the following

procedures are proposed:

(a) One TOE battalion should be designated for the test,

stabilized, and dedicated for a minimum of 120 days. Crew assignments

should be finalized for a miaimum of 60 days prior to any testing, and

remain intact throughout the testing. If, for emergency reasons, a crew

cannot be kept intact for at least 30 days prior to firing Table VIII,

it should be dropped from the study.

(b) All crews should follow the normal training routine and'

fire Tables I through VII before firing Table VIII.

(c) Independent observers/evaluators from another unit shouild

serve during the firing of Table VIII. Crews who have completed firing

should be segregated from those who have not to prevent any "G-2" con-
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cerning the test. Meticulous records of all events should be kept so

that each run can be reconstructed after the fact. Scores should be

derived employing the observers' hit determinations. However, close-in

TV monitors should be placed near every target, if possible, so that an

independent determination of hits could be made from the tapes.62

(d) The intact crews should be transported, along with their

own tanks, to another Table VIII location, and retested. The same pro-

cedures described in (c) above should be followed.

(e)' The statistical reliability of the total score and the

scores for selected, engagements should be determined. The analysis of

scores for separate engagements should provide information on which

kinds of engagements contribute most to unreliability. More will be

said concerning this in the second proposed research effort. Also,

other analyses should be conducted as deemed appropriate after the data

are examined. For example, some crews may tend toward the use of pre-

cision engagements, while others tend toward the use of the battlesight.

The effects of such preferences on reliability should be studied.

If video equipment can be employed, the validity of the observers'

hit determinations can be assessed. Also, total scores can be recom-

puted on the basis of the hits observed on the video tapes. If the

validity of the observers' determinations is low, these scores based on

video tape observation should prove to be much more valid than those

obtained in the normal manner. If so, it might be possible for the

armor community to justify the one-time costs associated with the use of

6 2 Video equipment is currently being employed for this purpose at Fort
Hood, Texas.
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additional video equipment, and the equipment could be used routinely to

improve Table VIII scoring.

The major problem associated with this type of work (in addition to

the resource requirements) is the subjectivity involved with the inter-

pretation of the results. Personnel familiar with this ki,,d of testing

would probably agfee that a total score reliability coefficient of 0.70

or higher was acceptable. Similarly, they would probably agree that a

reliability of 0.30 or less was unacceptable. However, there would

probably be considerable disagreement about where an exact line should

be drawn. Therefore, regardless of the outcome, it is proposed that a

description of the test and an interpretation of the results be pub-

lished and circulated widely through the armor community. The discus-

sion on reliability and the meaning of the numbers obtained should be in,

layman's terms for the benefit of those with little background in test

theory and statistics. Individual commanders will then be better able

to -aderstand the problems associated ,-'-th interpreting scores, and can

decide for themselves how much faith they wish to put in the results of

Table VIII scores.

II. Determine the number of replications required for each type of

engagement. In order to ensure the reliability of any future Table

VIII, the items entering into the total score must also have a reason-

able reliability. The data obtained in Study I should provide some

indications concerning the reliability of the items, i.e., of the

various kinds of engagements. Whether the less reliable items can be

made reliable by increasing the number of replications is not known. If

they cannot, they should be eliminated from the exercise altogether. If
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they can be made acceptably reliable with a feasible number of repli-

cations, the'replications should-be built into the Table VIII exercise.

However, scoring would have to be adjusted to ensure that those en-

gagement situations requiring the most replications were not given undue

weight in the total score.

In order to determine the number of replications required, the

following research study is proposed:

(a) The two engagement types believed to be the least re-

liable based on data from the first study should be selected. One

engagement type believed to be moderately reliable and one engagement

type believed to have good reliability should also be'selected.

(b) A representative platoon (five tanks) from a TOE unit

should be designated for the test, stabilized, and dedicated for a mini-

mum of 180 days. Crew assignments should be finalized for a minimum of

.60 days prior to any testing, and remain intact throughout the testing.

c)All crews should fire Tables I through VII as part of

their normal training routine during the first 60 days.

(d) All crews should fire those four types of engagements

selected from Table VIII a minimum of 10 times each in as short a period

of time as is feasible. Scoring should be accomplished in the same

manner as in Study I.

(e) The reliability of each engagement type should be esti-

mated emiploying the odd/even split technique.

(f) If the results indicate that the reliability of the

scores for the different types of engagements can be sufficiently im-
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proved63 bv a feasible number of replications, the reliability of other

engagements of questionable reliability should be investigated in

another study.

The original estimates which led to the selection of the elements

to be studied may prove to be incorrect. That is, the two with sus-

pected low reliability might prove to be sufficiently reliable, while

the two exected to have higher reliabilities may not. In such a case,

it would be wise to conduct a similar study with all the remaining

elements _n the Table, and with any new engagements proposed for a new

Table VIII.

III. Develop MOE for functions other than gunnery. Gunnery is

certainly a necessary and extremely important function of a tank crew

but is far from being the only function required for effectiveness. As

Prall64 has succinctly stated the tanker's mission, the crew must be

able to MAINTAIN, MOVE, SHOOT, COMMUNICATE, SEE, and SURVIVE. No stan-

dard MOE for any of these functions other than SHOOT apparently exist

for tank crews. Individual testing at the crew level or higher, if con-

ducted at all, is based on measures developed at the unit level. In

order to ensure maximum total effectiveness, MOE for these other func-

tions must be developed. A research program to develop these MOE is

outlined below:

6 3 What level of reliability will be considered acceptable will have to
be determined by consensus in advance. These could be referenced to
the probability of misclassification as proficient or nonproficient
(see Steinheiser and Snyder, footnote 39).

6 4E. L. Prall. "Tank Crew Proficiency Testing," Armor, September-
October 1975, 13-16.
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(a) Determine the critical tasks for each function. Each of

the functional areas will be composed of a number of tasks and subtasks.

65
For example, as tasks under SURVIVE, Pral6 lists "ATGM counterdrills,

selection of positions, selection of routes, camouflage, establishing

local security, mine warfare, extinguishing tank fires, and preparing

the tank for a friendly nuclear strike." Some might disagree with this

selection, others might wish to categorize the major functions differ-

ently or use different titles. However, how the functions are cate-

gorized is unimportant so long as the list is exhaustive. Therefore,

the procedures to be followed are:

(1) Develop a list of categories for the major tank crew

functions.

(2) Develop a list of tasks within each1 function cate-

gory. As comprehensiveness is important, FMs, TMs, research reports,

relevant periodicals, other military publications, and experienced armor

personnel should all be consulted. rask statements at this point should

be somewhat general in nature, e.g., "conduct preoperational checks."

(3) Develop brief definitions for each task statement to

ensure a common understanding.
66

(4) Employ the Delphi Technique with a group of ex-

perienced armor personnel to develop a consensus on t1,e c'iticality of

6 'Ibid.
66The Delphi methoA is an iterative technique designed to obtain a con-

sensus in terms of numerical ratings, usually from experts in a field.
(For a description of the process by the developerrn, see N. C. Dalkey
and 0. Helmer, "An Experimental Application of th( Delpi.i. Method to
the Use of Experts," Management Soicnce, April 1963, 9(31, 458-567.)
The method has been shown to be more accurqte than the Tesultant
opinion from group discussion, in at least one instance. (See N. C.
Dalkey, The Delphi Method: An ExperimentaZ Study of Group Opiion,
Memorandum RM-5888-TR, The Rand Corporation, June 1969.)
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each of the tasks. The iteratiins should be designed to obtain infor-

mation on which tasks must be evaluated to give a commander confidence

in the combat readiness of his crews. Respondents should also be

allowed to suggest additional tasks on the first round.

The final product of this phase of the work will be a list of tasks

which consensus indicates are sufficiently critical that they must be

evaluated in order to certify a crew as fully qualified.

(b) Determine which tasks are team tasks. Many of the tasks

which are judged to be critical may not be true team tasks. That is,

they may be simply an aggregation of individual tasks where there is no

interdependence, interrelationship, or needed cooperation between crew

members. Performance on such tasks does not need to be measured in a

crew context. Team testing sho'xld be reserved largely for those tasks

which do require cooperative and interrelated effort.

The procedures proposed for this part of the work are:

(1) Develop definitions of team and individual tasks,

and illustrate with examples from outside the field of armor.

(2) Submit the definitions and the lists of critical

tasks to a group of armor expelts. The group, as individuals, shculd

classify each.task as being either a crew task or an aggregate of

individual tasks. The group members should be required to provide

justification for classifying a task as a crew task.

(3) On the basis of the group's opinions, classify each

task as either a crew task or an aggregate of individual tasks. Where

substantial agreement is lacking and the tasks cannot be easily classi-

fied, a panel should be formed to further examine the tasks. The panel
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should be composed of members with differing opinions. If agreement on

the classification cannot be reached on any task, the task should be at

least temporarily classified as a crew task to ensure that no crew

functions are deleted.

The product of this phase of the effort shoi•ld be a list of tasks

which are both critical and truly team tasks.

(c) Develop subtask and activity lists for team tasks. This

phase is designed to determine exactly what a crew must do to accomplish

a task. It is proposed that a method developed by Suchman, et al.,67 be

employed. The procedures involved are outlined briefly below:

(1) Convene a panel of five or more knowledgeable Indi-

viduals in the field. The compositi)n of the panel does not need to

remain fixed, as any expert in the field can be "read in" to what is

going on in a very short time. The first job of the panel is to develop

a complete listing of subtasks for each task. The names given subtasks

do not have to be behavioral. For example, under a possible task con-

cerned with preventative maintenance, a subtask might be "inspects

tracks for defects and wear." 6 8

(2) Develop a list of 'activities" for each subtask.

The activity statements should be specific and behavioral. For example,

in inspecting a track for defects or wear, exactly what the crewman

inspects should be specified. Also, the standards he employs, to deter-

mine whether the track is serviceable or requires repair should be

67 JR. Suchman, A. L. Kubala, and J. E. Taylor. ThVi 9)creopment of ar
Open-Access, Perjmorance Oriented Curric.(-lm for 2vaininq t1we M,7..tarvy
PoZiceman (MOS 95P20), Final Report FR-WD(CA)-75-9, Human Resources
Research Organization, Alexandria, Virginia, June 1975.

6 8 This task title is given only as an example of the relative specificity
required. It is not implied that this either is or is not a team task.
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specified. The activities and standards provide all the information

necessary for the development of a performance test or tests.

(3) Develop a series of exercises to evaluate perfor-

mance on the critical crew tasks. Each exercise may include a whole

series of tasks or only a few subtasks. However, they should be de-

signed so that the cues available for initiation of the activities are

the same as those that would be available in a combat situation. These

exercises are the performance tests which incorporate the standards

involved in (2). In other words, these exercises will be the MOE for

the tasks involved.

The procedures outlined may seem to be very involved and time con-

suming. However, in practice they have proved to be quite efficient.

Disagreements have been readily resolved, and the techniques have seemed

to be equally applicable to both "soft" and "hard" skills.69 Instruc-

tors have found it quite easy to develop a series cf parallel forms of

performance tests which accounted for various common alternative se-

quenzes of events, while still measuring all the critical aspects of

performance.

Other procedures might be followed. For example, Larson and Sander70

employed the Delphi method to determine exactly what aspects of combat

performance battalion commanders would like to measure if they could.

The approach,1ight lead to a different set ot MOE for tank crews, as it

C9 Soft skills have also be defined as "man-ascendant," and hard skills

as "machine-ascendant." Interviewing a witness or a suspect would
be classified as a soft skill, while repairing a radio set would be
classified as a hard skill.

0. A. Larson and S. I. Sander. DeoeZoT.,,.t of Zhiit Performance Ef-
feotiveness lcacures Usir:g DO1phM Proc--eelure, TR 76-12, Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center, San Diego, California, September, 1975.
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does not assume a set of specific tasks. However, the approach proposed

seems preferable for this research area as the unit is specified as tank

crews. Larson and Sander did not specify the unit, although they did

request information on which MOE were applicable to what size units.

Furthermore, the approach proposed results in a list of specific acti-

vities and standards, while the Delphi method did not. The chief

advantage of the Larson and Sander approach Is that it allows commanders

to state what they want to measure without being restricted to a set of

particular tasks. Therefore, if time and resources are available, the

Larson and Sander technique should be used to ensure that the final MOE

chosen are comprehensive, as the procedure might result in suggested

tasks not uncovered by the proposed procedures.

Summiary

The development of MOE for teams is not a simple task. Numerous

problems confront the developer. He must try to ensure that his MOE are

comprehensive, reliable, and economical. He mrust try to ensure that

they measure critical tasks which are truly team tasks, rather than

simply measure an aggregate of individual tasks. He must also decIde (in

whether a particular set of combat skills can best he measured by one-

sided or two-sided tests, and hie must ensure that processes as well as

outcomes are evaluated so that (process) Information can be fed hack to

training managers.

Three research efforts are proposed as a first step in developing

MOE for tank~crews. The first two pertain to the all Important function

of gunnery, and are designed to ensure that MO0E for gunnery are worth
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the resouces expended and of real value to commanders. The third repre-

sents an attempt to derive MOF 'for functions other than gunnery.

Early in this chapter, the authors concluded that the measurement

of tank crew proficiency is a must. They further concluded that the

question of "whether" we measure effectiveaess is not as important as

"how" we acquire the means to do so. Hopefully, if the proposed re-

search outlined in this chapter is conducted, our means of qualifying

tank crews will be greatly improved.
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